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Administration Budget In
Line For House Approval
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CALLOWAY COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER IMPROVEMENTS — Don Brock,director of the Murray-Calloway
County Mental Health Center, announced today that construction work began Monday, February 23 on a new addition to the mental health center, located at 702 West Main in Murray. According to Brock the added space will
provide an extra bffice which will htlp to facilitate operations thus providing better and more complete service to
the community. Labor for the building project is being provided by the CITA crew,(Comprehensive Educational
Training Act), and is headed by Charlie McKenney. The new addition should be operational by the first week in March.

Outlook On Kentucky Recinding
ERA Ratification Looks Bleak
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
outlook is bleak that Kentucky will
rescind its ratification of the proposed
Equal Rights Amendment during the
current legislative session, according
to Senate Majority Leader Tom
Garrett,D-Paducah.
Garrett commented Wednesday after
the Committee on Elections and Con-
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stitutional Amendments delayed action
on a resolution already passed by the
House, to rescind the ERA ratification.
The committee voted to hold two
more public hearings on recission,
despite strenuous objections from the
chairman of the panel and from other
legislators.
The hearings were set for March 3
and March 10, which would leave 10
days for the resolution to rescind to be
voted out of the committee for a
possible vote on the Senate floor.
The 1976 session ends March 20 and
Kentucky's legislature meets only
every two years.
Garrett said the movement to rescind
"isn't dead,it still has a chance, but it is
going to be a hard road for it to successfully wind its way through the
Senate."
Sen. Richard Weisenberger, 1)Mayfield, said after the committee
action that enough senators had
committed themselves to signing a
"discharge petition" to remove the bill
from the committee. Five signatures
are needed.
However, once the measure is
removed in that manner, it takes 20 of
the 38 senators for the resolution to be
placed on the calendar for a vote.
Garrett said he seriously doubted
that anti-ERA forces could muster that
many votes.
Weisenberger said that although 15
senators had offered to sign the
discharge petition, some indicated they
would vote against recission on the

Continued Mild
Calloway Countians were
treated to an unusual sight this
week while driving by the Courthouse — a man sitting on the
flagpole. Sid Carhart from Edgartown. Wisconsin, was suspended
on a rope swing while painting the
100 foot high swaying pole. For
nineteen years Mr. Carhart has
traveled throughout the United
States painting flagpoles and other
tall structures. The flagpole on the
southeast corner of the Courthouse lawn is now sporting a
shiny coat of silver paint with the
Bicentennial and American flags
waving in the wind.
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Partly cloudy and continued mild
today through Friday. High today in the
mid to upper 60s. Low tonight in the low
to mid 40s. High Friday in the low to
mid 60s. Saturday partly cloudy and
continued mild.
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floor.
Sen. Gus Sheehan, D-covingten,
chairman of the Elections and Constitutional Amendments Committee,
angrily denounced the vote to hold
additional hearings. He said it was
nothing more than a delaying tactic
aimed at killing the movement to
rescind.
Sen. Michael Moloney, D-Lexington,
an avowed proponent ofthe ERA,Inedif
the motion to hold the hearings and it
carried 6-1 with Sheehan voting against
it.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
administration's 86.7 billion budget is in
line for House passage as early as
Friday, and nobody expects any difficulty or delay in final passage.
The Rules Committee received a
slightly amended version Wednesday
from the Appropriations and Revenue
Committee, which reported it out 16-0.
That's a sample of how the general
assembly almost certainly will approve
the budget_
One legislator made Si effort to
change the ,Intbod by which the administrantara4enges thertiesrelr4lisr
budget, but it was futile.
Rep. Joseph Clarke Jr., D-Danville,
chairman of the Appropriations
Committee, wanted to retain the concep
of program budgeting.
Under that system a program is
listed and agencies must show later
how they spent the money and whether
their goals were met.
But Gov. Julian Carroll's forces opted
for the customary method of allotting
specific money to designated agencies— a simpler system always used
until the past few years.
Gordon Duke, a finance department
official, contended his department

MHS Junior Class
Ploy Set Salurday
"Finders Creepers" will be the
comedy to be presented by the Junior
Class of Murray High School on
Saturday, February 28, at 7:30 p. m. at
the Murray Middle School Auditorium,
Eighth and Main Streets, Murray.
Members of the cast include: Lisa
Francis, Susan Rogers, Emily Byrn,
Lyndia Perrin, Emily Porter, Catina
Beasley, Sherry Runyon, Jane Suffill,
Mitchell Mowery, Paul Clayton, Steve
Wilder, Philip Zacheritti, Randy May,
Dave Jewell,and Marc Peebles.
Admission will be $1.00 for students
and $1.50 for adults. The public is invited to attend, class spokesman said.

would not be able to identify the source
of revenue by the program method,
especially when several agencies were
involved in one project.
Clarke disagreed, saying his version
merely sets out the maximum amounts
agencies can spend if money becomes
available.
"It sends a message to agencies that
when they request dollars for a
program, the dollars have to be real,"
he said.
triarke said under the administration's at " ad agencies just
fbr the eneverandvend it without
having to answer to anyone.
The program method, adopted by the
prior administration of Gov. Wendell
Ford, has been a complicated matter
and Carroll never felt comfortable with
the process.
Theoretically there was supposed to
be a check on low the money was being
spent for programs, but this never was
done on a widescale.
Clarke did not give up on his attempt
to inject legislative power into the
budget.
He tried unsuccessfully to insert an
amendment Which would have held
agencies to their commitments made at
legislative budget hearings.
Those hearings ended Tuesday after
several weeks, and all the pledges and
comment are recorded in transcripts.
Rep. Joe McBride, D-Waverly, said
Clarke's proposal is useless because "it
lends itself to continuing the illusion
that we actually have some control over
the budget."

Man Fined In
Circuit Court
A Paducah man was fined 8500 in
circuit court here on charges of
facilitating a forgery, according to
County Attorney Sid Easley.
Bill Adarns, 51, of Paducah, was find
by a circuit court jury this week,
Easley said.

Carroll Announces Support Of
Open Records, Wild Rivers Bills
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll announced his support
today of bills which would give the
public access to governmental records
and would modify the state's
jurisdiction over wild rivers.
In a news conference, he said the
open-records measure — as changed
from the original — "is the best(such)
law in the United States."
Thanking the Kentucky Press
Association for helping him draft the
new legislation, the governor said it
"balances equities" by affording the
public access to necessary data and yet
keeping this right from interfering with
governmental operations.
There were no copies of the bill on
hand, but from Carroll's remarks, it
appears basically similar to the earlier
version. An open records proposal
passed in the 1974 General Assembly
but was vetoed by then-Gov. Wendell
Ford.

sonal records or those which would give
unfair advantage to business competitors. Also exempted are some investigative data of law enforcement
agencies.
As in the original bill, a citizen
deprived of access to public records
could go to the state attorney general
and sue if necessary without spending
his own money.
Carroll said the amendment to the
Wild Rivers Act "corrects some difficulties which have arisen."
Franklin Circuit Court ruled a few
months ago that the state must pay a

landowner in a designated wild rivers
area if it wants to keep him from
developing the land.
But it would cost the state an
estimated $74 million to buy all the land
and mineral rights in such areas, and
Carroll said the money would be better
spent elsewhere.
Besides, he added, the Wild Rivers
Act is "more stringent than it needs to
be, as well as probably going further
than the legislators intended."
The proposed legislation the governor
spoke of today has an almost certain
chance of passage this session.

A budget for the following two fiscal
years always passes overwhelmingly in
the legislature, if only because no
Lawmaker wants to be accused at
election time of voting against
favorable portions.
The office of policy and management
in the finance department made some
minor changes in the document Wednesday—adding or subtracting comparatively small amounts and revising
the budget in line with the governor's
latest legislative proposals.
On
a
related
matter
the
approptiareneromptUee took =mud
action.
It voted 11-1 to report out the
governor's proposal for an $8 million
fund to reimburse investors of the
defunct Prudential Building and Loan
Association at Louisville.
But it did so with the recommendation that the bill not pass. Usually a
bill either is voted out with a recommendation for passage or simply killed.

MSU Approved
For Chemistry
Research Grant
D.C.—U.S.
WASHINGTON,
Congressman Carroll Hubbard has(DKy.) announced the Department of
Chemistry at Murray State University
will receive a research grant from the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
in the amount of $45,000.
The grant is a continuation grant for
the "Identification of Organic Compounds in Textile Plant Effluents." The
identities and amount of organic
chemicals present in synthetic textile
finishing plant effluents before and
after various types of waste treatment
processes will be determined by advanced analytical techniques.
The total budget for this grant action
is $52,000 and the total cost of the
project is $135,000.

Auto Stolen From
Local Parking Lot
An investigation is continuing into the
theft of an automobile this week from
the Bel Air Shopping Center parking
lot, according to Murray City Police.
A car owned by Jimmy Parrish,
Covey Drive, was stolen while the
owner was shopping, police said.
Officers said Parrish was gone about 10
minutes, and returned to find his car
missing.
The car was recovered in Henry
County, but had been totally destroyed
by arsonists' fire, police reported.
The investigation is continuing by
city police, and the Tennessee Fire
Marshal, as well as Henry County
Sheriff's officials.

The bill would open all records of
state and local governments, including
school boards and their subcommittees.
It applies to any agency obtaining onefourth of its money from state or local
government.
"The only records that this bill will
not open to the public without a court
order are those which common sense or
fair play dictate should be confidential," the governor said.
He said that among these arc per-

Congressmen Sue Postal Service In
Attempt To Halt Closing Of Offices
WASHINGTON (AP) — Forty-four
members of Congress sued the Postal
Service today, asking for a court order
against closing unprofitable, small post
offices and saying the agency is
carrying out "a massive assault on the
country's small communities."
The Postal Service says post offices
are being closed only in communities
where service would not be reduced.
Rep. Paul Simon,13-M.,leader of the
group of 41 representatives and three
senators who filed the 50-page lawsuit
In U.S. District Court,said the action is
being financed by several associations
of postnuusterS.
1e Postal Service depended In a

statement: "The congressmen by
joining
with
the
postmaster
associations in effect endorse makework or featherbedding, and their
actions can only serve to damage the
Postal Service's efforts to resolve its
current financial crisis."
The agency said that some of those
who voted against additional appropriations for the Postal Service last
fall are now suing in an attempt "to
hamper us in implementing the only
remaining route available to us -cutting postal costs."
Six members of the congressional
group appeared at a news conference to
announce the lawsuit. Asked how they

would finance the continued operation
of unprofitable rural post offices, Sen.
Mike Gravel, 1)-Alaska, said, "Raise
taxes, if need be."
The congressmen asked for a
preliminary injunction to prevent the
Postal Service "from closing any Poot
office lin respone to its operating at a
deficit...."
They also asked for an order that
would prevent the Postal Service from
making any change that "will generally
affect the closing Or consolidation of
post offices on a ruojainvide or substantially nationwide bads without first'
subrnitting a proposal therefore."
The suit was assigned to U.S. District
Judge John Lewis Smith Jr.

7W0'KIDNAPED' — The Calloway County Courthouse was the scene and fudge Robert 0. Maier(tancuiled to
pole) the victim, of a 'kidnapping" this week Members of Sigma Pi Fraternity from Murray State University staged
the mock kidnapping and asked ransom for the fudges release in order to raise money for the United Cerebral Palsy
Telethon, which will be held this weekend on KINS-TV, Channel 12, Cape Girardeau, Missouri The brothers of
Sigma Pi were quite busy in the "crimes" for the handicapped. They also kidnaped Jim Johnson,(white shirt)
executive secretary of the Chamber of Commerce. Both Miller and Johnson were released "unharmed" after suf
kient donations were raised for their release. Members of Sigma Pi fraternity who participated in the fund-raising
project were John CAM,Tex Barton,foe Pat Roberts, Rickey Lowe,and Michael McCann.
SUM Photo bv Fravt& Cavisalivt
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New Concord Club Hears Lesson
By Mrs. Rice At Nance Home
The
New
Concord She had pieced a continuous
Homemakers Club met bias cut piece and quilted a
Wednesday, February 11, at block.
one p.m. in the home of Miss
Announcements were made
oMaude Nance with the
president, Mrs. Charlie of the Tasting Luncheon on
April 30 with many members
Stubblefield, presiding.
baking and taking food, the
Mrs. John Livesay gave the Pilgrimage to Mississippi on
devotion reading from Psalms April 13, collecting of pennies
31:14 and the thought, "Stand for Friendship, and Annual
silently by and watch the Day on May 12 at the Colonial
world go by—and it will." Mrs. House Smorgasbord.
Effie Edwards called the roll
The recreational period was
with each member answering • conducted
by Mrs. Rainey
by her favorite saying,
Lovins.
The major lesson on "Think
The hostess, assisted by
Metric" was ably presented
Mrs. Livesay, served refreshby Mrs. Rose Rice who said
that it is time to begin thinking ments buffet style using the
of this system as it may be our Valentine motif in the table
decorations. Present were
way of life within the next ten
years. She said there are four eight members and two
basic units one should learn visitors, Mrs. Reba Hughes
—Length, Kilometer; and Mrs. Barletta Wrather,
, Kilogram; Volume, County Agent in Home
kiloliter; Temperature, Economics.
The next meeting will be
March 10 at one p.m. in the
Mrs. Rice also gave the home of Mrs. Louise Patfineridesson on "Quilting."
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

°Dealt-Abbv,

Thursday, February 26
Saturday,February 33
Jenny Holtgren, mezzo
Murray Shrine Club will
soprano, will be presented a
recital at the Farrell Recital have a potluck supper at the
Hall, Fine Arts Center, MSI.1. Woodmen of the World Hall at
6:30 p.m.

By Abigail Van Buren

Living Will a
Legacy to Die

MSU Student Activities
Board will present"A Night of
Alpha Department, Murray
Science Fiction" movies at Woman's Club, will hold its
Lovett Auditorium at 8:45 luncheon meeting at noon at
a.m. Admission is fifty cents.
the club house.

DEAR ABBY: Last year you had something in
column about the Living Will. I'm sorry to say I didn'tyour
pay
much attention to it then, but I am interested in it
now.
Exactly what is it? And how can I get one?
1 am Jewish. Is it against my religion? Is it "euthanasia"
or mercy killing?
DAVID G.IN BOSTON

Murray State University
Theatre
will
present
"Scapino" at eight p.m. at
University
Theatre.
Admission by season ticket or
$2 per person.

"Scapino" will be presented
at MS University Theatre at
eight p.m.
Sunday,February 29
Free blood pressure tests
will be given at the Seventh
Day Adventist medical van at
Bel Air Shopping Center.

DEAR DAVID: The Living Will is a document statin
Humane Society will be
g
that should you fall victim to a terminal illness from
featured
which
on
program,
there is no hope for your recovery, you instru
ct
physician not to prolong your life by artificial means, your "Focus" on Channel 11 TV at
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Cox will
such 5:30 p.m.
as machines, tubes, pumps, etc.
be honored on their 50th
Copies of this document may be given to your
NOW (national organization wedding anniversary with a
clergyman, lawyer and to as many family membephysician,
rs and/or
for women) will meet at 7:30 reception at the Kirksey
friends as you desire. To sign such a document, you must
be
18 years or older and of sound mind. (If at any
p.m. at the United Campus United Methodist Church from
time
you
two to five p.m.
wish to revoke the document, you are free to
Minist
ry building.
do so.)
The Jewish view of the Living Will is
as follows: It is
Thursday, February 26
Recitals by Sarah E. Sams,
NOT "euthassiaia" —or mercig,.. killingt Ttiet•e_ is
a clear
Cub Scout Pack 57 Blue and Murray,senior recital in flute,
distinction between actively:Wittig a
andlirliestring
Gold Dinner will be at the will be at two p.m., Rosanna
him to die."
Carter School lunchroom at Reccius, Louisville, soprano,
According to Jewish Law, when a
person
suffer
s
irreversible brain damage and can no
6:30p.m.
and Joe David Cox, Benton,
longer
recite a
"bracha" —a blessing to praise God
bass, joint senior recital at
—or perform a
"mitzvah"—an act to help his fellowman—
3:30
he
is
p.m., all in the Farrell
consid
ered
a "vegetable," and there is nothing to
"save." It is thus an
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Ze`Alltatit0PePedgelbsOmPelee.theililfeibt the sulleri
altrealtUish
:,?crilter,
and expense of artificially prolonging
the breathing and
heartbeat when death is inevitable.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix E. Beach
The Living Will does not give anyone
will be honored on their 60th
the life of another in a "mercy-killing" permission to END
manne
r.
It
is
simply
a document that one signs, stating that
wedding anniversary with a
he
want to have his (or her) life prolonged (or she) does not
recept
ion at the Community
physician decides that there is no hopeartifically after his
Room, Federal Savings and
for recovery.
I have signed such a document. You
Murray Art Guild will be Loan, from two to four p.m.
writing to The Living Will, 250 West 57thmay get one by
Family requests no gifts.
St., New York, open from noon to four p.m.
N.Y. 10019. The document is free, but
please send a few
dollars (it's tax deductible) for the cost of
Monday,March 1
Wranglers Riding Club will
mailing the document to you. I sent $5 for printing and
Annual meeting of Elm
meet at the Court Home at
and have given one to my physician, clergy six documents
man and lawyer,
Grove Cemetery Association
and to members of my family.
7:30 p.m.
will be held at the church at
ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
Friday, February 2/
seven p.m.
P.S. I am indebted to Rabbi Bernard S.
Free blood pressure tests
Aaron of St. Paul, Minn., for providing meRaskas, Temple
will be given at the Seventh
with the above
information on the Jewish view of the
Day 'Adventist
Church
right to die with
dignity. I have written to my friend, The
Medical Van at Southside
Rever
end
Norma
n
Vincent Peale, asking to explain the
IGA.
have also written to The Bishop FultonProtestant view. 1
HUGHES GIRL
J.
friend of long standing, asking for the Cathol Sheen, another
Mr.and Mrs.Max Hughes of
ic view. If they
Scapino" will be
respond, I shall publish their letters.
at MS University Theatre at Mayfield Route Seven are the
parents of a baby girl, Erica
Hate to write letters? Send $I to Abigail Van Burin,
eight p.m.
132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby'
Alicia, weighing eight pounds
s
bookle
t
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions."
/
2 ounces, born Sunday,
Please enclose a
Murray Art Guild will be 41
long, self-addressed, stamped (26e)envelope.
February 22, at 1:31 p.m. at
open from noon to four p.m.
the Community Hospital,
Shopping for senior citizens Mayfield.
will be atit 30 am. and30
The father is self employed
p.m.
as a farmer.

Dr. Visher's Biorpky Appears
In International Publication

The biography of Dr. Helene
H. Visher, formerly Specialist
for Geography and Conservation, U. S. Office of
Education, Washington, D. C.,
is included in the recently
released volume, International Authors and Writers
Who's Who,1976.
In addition to many articles,
circulars, and bulletins, her
writings include Better Living
Through Wiese Use of
Resources, Conservation
Principles and Concepts for
Use in Secondary Schools,
Conservation of Natural
Resources( with others), 1971.
Dr. Visher's articles appear in
many professional journals
and yearbooks including The
Journal of Geography;
Economic Geography;
Geographic Approaches to
Social Education, Yearbook of
the National Council for the
Social Studies; School Science

Attention

and Mathematics; Forest and
Waters; Education; Indiaaa

Murray State Women's
Society will hold "L.as Vegas
Game Night” at the Racer
Room, Roy Stewart Stadium,
from eight p.m. to midnight.
Charge will be fifty cents per
person.
Friday,February 27
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
will meet at the WOW
Building, Chamber of Commerce Room.
Saturday, February 28
Murray Art Guild will be
open from twelve noon to four
p.m.

$

Hardin-Berkley
Masonic
and Eastern Star Lodges will
1114e*
have a sausage and pancake
Dr. Helene H. Usher
breakfast from six a.m. to
Social Studies Quarterly; eleven a.m. at the lodge hall.
Bloomington (Ind.) 'Tribune;
Daily Herald Telephone, Murray
Civic
Music
Bloomington,
I n d . ; Association will present
and Murray State Alumnus.
"P.D'Q. Bach," a hilarious
Dr. Visher is a recipient of a spoof of "serious" music at
Journal of Geogrpahy Prize 8:15
p.m.
at
Lovett
awarded by the National Auditorium MSU.
Council for Geographic
Education for "outstanding
contributions to the Journal."
Her biography is also included
in Contemporary Authors,
1974, and in various editions of
American Men of Science,
American Men and Women of
&lessee, The World Who's
Who of Women, The Two
Thousand
Women
of
Achievement, Who's Who in
Five members of the
American Educatioa, Leaders Murray Quota Club attended
a
in American Science, and tea in honor of
Governor
Who's Who of American Evelyn Sprott in the
home of
Women.
Bess Peal in Memphis, Tenn.,
Dr. Visher is president of on Sunday, Febru
ary 15.
Gamma Chapter of Delta
Earlene Doran, Pauline
Kappa Gamma, international Jones, Linda Carter Kathry
,
n
honor society of women Glover, and Helen
Spann were
educators. She has par- among some one hundre fifty
d
ticipated in international guests at the gala event.
conferences on resources and
Greeting the guests in the
has served as secretary of the receiving line was Evelyn
Conservation Education Sprott, Governor of the 23rd
Commission of the Inter- District of Quota Internationa
l
national Union for the of East Memphis, Tenn.,
Protection of Nature.
Lieutenant Governor Mary
She is a life member of the Dick of Magnolia, Ark.,
Indiana University Club
and Secretary-Treasurer Earof the Murray State Univer nestine Carter, of East
sity Alumni Association. She Memphis, Ark., and President
Is active in the First Baptis Gertrude Purdue
of the East
t
Church; the Murray Woman's Memphis Quota Club.
Club; the Captain Wendell
Alm represented at the tea
Oury Chapter, Daughters of were members of several of
the American Revolution; the
the thirteen clubs in the 23rd
J.N. Williams Chapt
er, District including members
U.D.C.;
and
many from Kentucky, Tennessee,
professional organizations.
mismssippi, and Arkansas.
I

Quotas At

Ice Cream And
Donut Lovers!

Dixie Cream
Donut Shop

Now Open On Sundays
FRESH DONUTS AS ALWAYS-AND
OLD FASHION HAND DIPPED

Ice Cream
CONES,SHAKES, UNIQUE DONUT SUNDAE

Dixie Cream
1006 Chestnut
Where you can eat the whole donut
—even the hole!

Open 7 a.m.-5 p.m.

To Marry In April

Tea Held
At Memphis

Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bun Harlan Hughes of
Mayfield Route Seven and
Mrs. Curtis Hays and the late
Mr. Hays of Murray Route
Six. Great grandmothers are
Mrs. H. 0. Barber of Murray
Route Six and Mrs. Noah L.
Pendergrass of Farmington.

Peggy
Noel
is now
employed
at

Joyce's
Beauty
Shop
let'ippeleteseet all 75341SO

PRO
forth
ter of
Angel.

Mrs

Pro
"The Ht.
theme of t
Ye:'

Announcement has been made of the engagement
and approaching marriage of Miss Denise Ellen Morrison,
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John R. Morrison of Murray Route Two, to
Murray Jon Ray,son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert S.
Ray of Hickory
Route Two.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, April
17, at two p.
m. at the Hickory Baptist Church, Hickory, with
Rev. Jack
Doom officiating. A reception will follow in the fellow
ship hall
of the church.
Al] friends and relatives are invited to attend
the wedding
and the reception.
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Dr. E
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FERN

GAZETTE TERRACE

Published at
1506 Stadium View Drive, Murray,Ky.

Editor: LaVerne Tapp
During this month of February, we
want to welcome the following
residents to Fern Terrace Lodge, Arlene Hill, marioa
Phi,Ramel
Redden and Marta Brandon.
This month our sincere thanks go out to.5th.
ch groups of all ages, who came to the home ministers and churand words of inspiration. This following poemfor visitation, songs
goes out to these
wonderful people.

Miss the pee* of Clireseb,
And their Moedny visitation;
As tin brig the nerd of hues Cbrist,
Ti folts eaves is ends&
Toe con welt ea Asir min fetes
Tee can rend it in their oyes;
The Mini lei.4 1.... Orin,
rel me life.abide'.
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Yourlildividual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,PIIIRUARY 27, trig
help to counteract opposition
Loot in the section in which
SAGITTARIUS
your birthday comes and find
(Nov. 23 to Dec.
what your outlook is, according
Avoid a tendency to overdo
to the stars.
things. Stars promise advancensent if you are resourceARIES
ho and accurate, but you MUST
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
have a definite plan. Don't rush
SteBar influences somewhat
into undertakings unprepared.
mixed, but generally on the
CAPRICORN
favorable side. You May sot
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 30) V6111
unexpected help in a
Continue work on worthwhile
problem ttrough a
projects even if you are temassociate.
porarily bored. Don't go off on
TAURUS
tangents just to relieve tedium
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
and DO retain confidence in
Caution should be day's
your goals and your ability to
keynote. Don't create unattain them.
necessary problem through
AQUARIUS
impulsiveness, and don't take
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
realms chances.
Your outlook similar to that of
GEMINI
Capricorn. Even if things slow
.
l
(May 22 to June 21) a
down a bit, keep going!
Some things you thought
Prospects brightening in
"Impossible" begin to work out
several areas.
now, can be pushed by your
PISCES
know-how and ingenuity. Take
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C
.
the proverbial bull by the barns
A day for watching-and— and ACT!
speaker
PROGRAM Of THE YEAR — Mrs. Harlan Hodges was the guest
waiting, yet it calls for action
CANCER
sufficient enough tà keep you
0
(June 22 to July 23) 410
for the Program of the Year on "The Humanities" held by the Murray Chapfrom getting bogged down with
You will now be in comter of The National Secretaries Association (International). "Angels, Angels,
doubts or indecisiveness.
persons
tap-Bight
with
petition
program.
the
for
selected
Angels" by Billy Graham was the book
Routine matters will fare best.
and their activities. You can
oec%
ot
alligasm
bold your or
)10111i. TOW ars.lull.
&maid=
affectionate, sensitive and
will help.
idealistic individual. Others do
LEO
not always understand you, but
( July 24 to Aug. 23) tfrafA
you have a deep insight which
Double-check plans. Work out
helps you to understand all with
business deals, all agreements
whom you come in contact You
with sound deliberation,
have an especially great af"The Humanities" was the Baker, include:
Lexington with the Bluegrass ascertaining facts beforehand.
finity for children and they love
Attainment now will spark
theme of the Program of the
—Saturday, Feb. 28, "The Chapter as hosts.
you. You rarely neglect a duty
more gains later.
Year for the Feb. 17 meeting American Secretary Speaks,"
but are inclined to procrastinate
Membership in the •
— VIRGO
at times, thus becoming Lowe
--BatheXurray thapter'Of The a 00131inar presented by•../ ttlokyaglivision has risen Mbtelkiiriatut 14 10 *ft
and anxious when things "pile
National
Secretaries Kent InstilWe of Ohio and all-time high of 503.
Avoid discouragsment.
up on you." Birthclate of Harry
Association (International). sponsored by the Hopkinsville
Finalists for Secretary of Progress need not be swift as
Wadsworth Longfellow, Amer.
Bettye
Baker, chapter Chapter of NSA.
the Year were announced by long as it is substantial in
poet; John Stainbeck, Amer.
foundation. Past thoroughness
president, welcomed all
—Saturday, March 27; Delma Trotter. They are: and creditable endeavor W11..L
author; Elisabeth Taylor,
members and guests to the 7p. "Success Profile," a DartneLl Linda Farley, Anna Ruth pay off — and soon.
Joanne Woodward and Joan
m. buffet meal at the Colonial Institute seminar sponsored Harris, Annie Nance, Doris LIBRA
Bennett, film stars.
House Smorgasbord.
by the Paducah, Ky. Lake Rowland, and Faye Wells, (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) lain
For your child's next birthday
Your artistic touch will be
Mrs. Harlan Hodges, who is Chapter of NSA.
CPS.
party, frost the cake to
"bare spots."
the
for
needed
a member of the National
—May 14-15-16, 1976 Annual,. Beverly Stickler, who is
resemble a clock with the hour
about
Platform Association and is Division Meeting in Louisville. secretary to Dr. Roy Kirk, And do be practical
hand pointing to his age.
fundamentals, domestic conwidely known throughout Meetings are scheduled at the chairman of the Department cerns, children's affairs. Don't
Kentucky, Tennessee, Bluegrass Convention Center. of Management at Murray harbor prejudices.
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Mrs. Harlan Hodges Presents
Program To Secretaries Here
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ment and apLSOn, daughter
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lay of Hickory

il 17, at two p.
ith Rev. Jack
'ellowship hall

i the wedding

Washington, Idaho and
Illinois for her moving
dramatizations of well-known
books, was the guest speaker.
Her selection for the program
was "Angels, Angels, Angels"
by Billy Graham.
Upcoming meetings of interest annouced by Mrs.

—Fall 1976 Workshop will be
held at Barkley Lodge with the
Caldwell-Lyon County
Chapter as hosts.
—1977 Annual Division
Meeting at Barkley Lodge
with the Hopkinsville Chapter
as hosts.
—Fall 1977 Workshop

Dr. Eugene Schanbacher Speaks
On "Think Metric" At Meeting
Dr. Eugene Schanbacher,
professor in industry and
technology at Murray State
University, was the guest
speaker at the February Ilth
meeting of the Pacers
Homemakers Club held at the
home of Ruth Tunick.
The professor who has
conducted numerous metric
workshops on the MSU
campus and at other
universities was invited to be
speaker at the National
Bureau of Standards in
Wahsington, D.C.,last May.
Dr. Schanbacher spoke on
"Think Metric" at the Pacers'
meeting. Using various
measuring devices and
handout sheets, he was able to
reassure members that
change to metric would be
gradual and something which
we could all cope with in our
daily living.
Various meetings and trips
plannned for April, May, and
June were announced by Fay
Jacks, president. A report was
given on the Doris Gorrell
Priscilla
by
Memorial
Schanbacher,

i the following
Starlet!

(tors and ann.
imitation, songs
out to these

Fay Jacks gave an interesting lesson on "Quilting
Pillow Tops" and several
members continued working
on dough flowers.
Mrs.Tunick served refreshments to the twelve members
and one visitor present
The March meeting will be
held in the home of Regina
Baggett, 1506 London Drive,
Canterbury Estates.

was
University,
State
welcomed as a new member.
New members will be
initiated at the next meeting
scheduled for March 15 at the
Branch Bank of the Bank of
Murray.

..your leader in fine
spring fashions!

Great looking
PVC jackets
fOr springi
The new I.9k that is turning

heads all around town this spring
is the PVC facket . the feel
of soft leather. These poly vinyl
chloride creations easily wipe clean'
Available in'ticip front, zipper and buttorl
styles... some even hove belts. Choos4
from assorted fashion colors in sizes 8-2Q
and S,M,L;XL at only 24.00 to 44.00

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ntieV
A few flies in the ointment?
Perhaps a setback or disappointment? Be as stalwart as
your capable self is able and
you will bring in happy retirris,

SIRMHTS
Open Friday
Nights 'HI 8

Faith Doran
Circle Has
Meet Here
The Faith Doran Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women met Tuesday,
February 10,at two p.m. in the
Senior Youth Room with Mrs.
Carl Harrison, chairman,
presiding.
Preceding the program a
memorial service for Mrs.
Lois Ward,a former member,
was held. Mrs. Ruby Harrell,
Mrs. David Henry, Mrs. Carl
Harrison, and Mrs. Connie
Ford took part in the service.
The program was presented
by Miss Audie Green on "The
Call To Prayer and Self
Denial." She explained some
of the services rendered at
home and abroad with offerings given.
Members placed their offering on the altar as the
record,"Others," was played.
The meeting closed with the
hymn, "If I Can Help
Somebody."
During the tiocial hour the
hostesses, Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, Mrs. F. E. Crawford,
and Mrs. J. T. Sammons,
served refreshments to the
twenty-nine members and one
visitor, Mrs. Lang.

•

. . more than a way to look,
an exciting way to live!
grin KOT ALL
JUN COMFORT' AA) vociro
Naturalizer is a lot of fashion, too. This kind of wear
with-all sandal styling that keeps you fashionably
dressed no matter what the occasion. Sure it's soft'
Pretty, practical and priced to please! Available in
black patent, dough or white smooth at 21.00

White Stag . . a super way to livel
Polyester blend knit top in a willow
-combination, SAM. at 19.00; Pont with
zip front and contour waist in

strittchchino fabric in sizes 8 to 18
Choose from willow or pebble allots
at only 24.00. Great lookingll

Skirt-25" stretchchino, front pocket

bock zipped in willow or pebble, 8 to
16 at 25.00; Cardigan sweater, acrylic/poly blend, SMI at 22.00; Vest
in pointell• design. SM. at 16.00;
Shirt on poly/cotton gauze in willow combination, 8 to 16 at 20.00

Blazer of stretchchino, top stitching
trim, willow-pebble in 8-18 at only
40.00; Pont of stretchchino, belted
in willow-pebble in 8 to 18 at 28.00;
Shirt with trellis print, long sleeves
in a willow combination, sizes 8 to
18 priced at only 18.00.
1

••••
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R.Gene McCutcheon,editor

Guest Editorial

Muzzling The Press
The issue of court gags on the
press, in the name of "fair
trial" is knocking on the
Supreme Court's door and may
soon receive a final determination there. If the court
follows reason, as well as the
clear command of the Constitution, it must come down
hard against the growing list of
judges who are resorting these
days to this particularly insidious 'form of "prior
restraint" on free expression.
In The Wall Street Journal's
perceptive discussion, a key
question is asked: Are the
rights of defendants really__
enhanced by giving judges the
power to forbid publication of
certain information?
And surely the answer, in the
long-term interests of all defendants who might be hauled
before jurists possessing such
arbitrary power,is "no."
In the particular case now in
the news,involving a Nebraska
judge's ban on the printing of
certain information relating to
a mass-murder trial, a major
element in newspaper and journalist association protests is
that the order involves prior
restraint.
That, indeed, is one of the
most repugnant kinds of censorship and most clearly offends the unqualified warrant
of freedom given the press under the First Amendment. But
the presumed protection of the

rights of an accused through
prior restraint, which Supreme
Court Justice Blackmun has
upheld — at least until the
whole court can rule on some
such case — is just a part of the
danger. There is also reason for
profound concern about any
judicial power to punish the
publisher of matter relating to
a trial AFTER it is printed.
In short, total public access
to what goes on in the court
system is so vital a part of the
concept of press freedom —
Steeming from the dark eras of
closed trials — that it is wrong
to concede to judges any such
broad-scale power of censorship as is involved in the
highly judgmental and subjective concept of "fair trial."
The pronouncements of some
judge in some individual case,
or the diverse pronouncements
of countless judges in countless, greatly varying circtmistances as to what is "fair"
to a large array of defendants
simply can't be found transcendant to, and used to wash
out, the full, unabridgable
freedom of publication asserted
by the First Amendment. And
most especially since press
freedom is but a part of that
larger liberty guaranteed all
American citizens to say and
write what they choose.
—Norfolk (Vs.)
lodger-kw

Analvsis

GOP Moves To
Reorganization
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — In about
two weeks Kentucky Republicans will
take their first large step in
reorganizing a party which has been
mostly a loser the past five years.
It may be about time. The GOP,ever
since it failed to succeed itself at the
State Capitol in W71, has been going
downhill in all except presidential
elections.
Although the Republican plans for
reorganization and revitalization read
much like a timetable, they have items
of long-range significance, such as
those encouraging more participation
by young people and women.
The underlying concept is that the
party is weak at the local level and that
until the deficiency is currra.ted it can
have little impact at the state level.
So, the first move is at 2 p.m.
Saturday, March 13, when the party
will hold elections at the precinct level,
choosing precinct captains, cocaptains
and youth captains.
It hopes the process will have
cumulative importance, for the
precinct officers will comprise the
county Republican committees.
"It is the first time we'll have titles at
the precinct level, plus a youth captain," state Republican Executive
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Director Larry Van Hoose said Wednesday. "One person will be clearly in
charge."
After these precinct caucuses will
come the county conventions March 20.
The Republicans hope to get organized
in 75 per cent of Kentucky's 120 counties.
"This is a kind of changing of the
guard," Van Home said. "We intend to
revive the grass roots at the county
level and give the party a wider
spectrum."
After the two lower level conventions
the Republican reorganization becomes
intertwined with selection of delegates
for the party's National Convention in
August in Kansas City, Mo.
On April 3, another series of county
mass conventions is scheduled in
county seats. Delegates will be elected
to the district and state conventions.
The state convention will be held at
Frankfort April 24, preceded by
congressional district conventions.
Twenty-one national delegates will be
elected at the district meetings and the
remaining 16 at large from the state
convention.
Because the 37 Republican national
delegates are picked one month before
the Kentucky presidential primary,
there could be complications.
Assuming President Ford and former
Gov. Ronald Reagan of California are
the only contenders on the ballot, the
primary law could upset the state
convention results.
Pro-Reagan forces are likely to grab
the bulk of delegates at the district and
state conventions.
But if Ford comes on strong in the
May 75 primary, the GOP Central
Committee has no choice under the law
but to apptition delegates on the basis
of the primary results.
The upshot is that some Reagan
delegates may have to cast the first
ballot at the national convention for
Ford,regardless of their feelings.
After the first ballot they vrould be
free to vote as they please.
Kentucky Democrats hold their state
convention the month after the May 25
primary. 'They simply will apportion
delegates according to the votes each
successful candidate received.

Humanely Speaking
Dogs and cats are natural enemies.
Watch puppies and kittens romp
together or a young puppy attempt to
approach an older cat playfully. Cats
and dogs who have been raised together
seldom become enemies in later life,
provided they have been given equal
amounts of love and attention. And if
care and patience are exercised,
chances are you can introduce a kitten
or puppy into a household where an
older dog or cat reigns with little
trouble. Though the two may never be
great friends, they will regard each
other with a live-and-let-live attitude.
Table scraps are all a deg needs to
It yini teelyeni-diiirrio
.thi4bintiae
scraps, he'll eventually die of
malnutrition! If you feed him what your
family eats, he'll probably do well —
but your food bills will soar. Buy a good
brand of commercial dog food (by
"good" we mean one marked "a
complete and balanced diet"). It's
healthier for him and cheaper for you.
Save table scraps for a special treat.
Dogs chew furniture and tear up
paper to get even with owners who
leave them alone.
Dogs aren't that clever. They chew
because they are bored. Teach your
dog, with a combination of praise and
punishment, that what's yours isn't to
be touched. To make things easier,
leave him his own toys to play with.(A
strip of denim tied Ens knot is as good
ass store-bought dog toy.)
Some dogs are natural watchdogs.
Almost all dogs will bark at anything
they consider out of the ordinary — but
their standards may not correspond to
yours. Dogs must be taught to be effective watchdogs. Teach your dog to
stop barking, on command, by wrapping your hand around his muzzle and
saying "hush!"(or whatever word you
have chosen), followed by praise.
Teach him who's friend and who's foe
by encouraging his barking when a
stranger approaches and stopping it at
the approach of a friend. And always do
the courtesy of investigating the cause
of the excitement before you tell your
dog to hush!
Spayed females inevitably become
fat and lazy.
Nonsense. Dogs of either sex become
fat only if they eat too much, and
laziness usually accompanies excess
weight. Many bitches are spayed when
they are young. Owners forget that all
dogs need less food as they age, but
seem to remember when their dog is

Second Class Postage Paid at Murray
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overweight that she was spayed and
associate the two. Also, most active
puppies mature into more quiet adults.
Since surgery is often performed before
the dog has formed her adult personality, many people will attribute this
natural maturation to the spaying
operation.
You Can't Teach an Old Dog New
Tricks.
Sure you can — as long as he can see,
hear, and move around. An eight year
old dog can be housebroken, can learn
to shake hands, and can graduate from
obedience class.
Dog Census
There are nineteen dogs at the
Murray-Calloway County Dog Pound
this week.
PUPPIES: three female Labrador-nips two male boxer-type; two female,
Miter Male collie-type; two feninle
beagle type; seven female, two male
mixed breed.
ADULT DOGS: one female settertype; one female collie-huskie; one
female collie -type.
The Humane Society will be featured
tonight on FOCUS, MSU-TV, Channel
11, at 5:00. Watch for our "Pet of the
Week" every Thursday on FOCUS.
Individuals having questions or
comments about articles in this series
are encouraged to write Humanely
Speaking in care of the Humane Society
of Calloway County, P. 0. Box 2934,
University Station, Murray, Kentucky
42071.

10 Years Ago
The trustees of Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly have employed Rev.
Harold Lassiter of Murray as resident
manager,effective March 1.
Deaths reported include Jesse Steely,
Noah Miles, and Mrs. Clarence D.
Little) Vinson,Sr.
I. Harold Everszneyer presented
the program at the meeting of the
Murray Kiwanis Club. He showed a
film on "Between The Tides."
Miss Fay Bell and Eddie Johnston
were married today.
The Calloway County High School
Lskers beat Fulton 57 to 55. Ralph
Sliger was high point man for the
Lakers.
Murray State College will host
eighteen rifle teams representing nine
colleges and universities at the MSC
Rifle Conventional Sectional Match on
March 4,5,and 6.

20 Years Ago

Letter to the Editor

Cat Dumping
Dear Editor:
Last Friday someone dumped a bag
containing several kittens on the highway between Murray and Lynn Grove.
When I saw them on my way home from
work the bag had been run over several
times by cars, and one kitten which had
gotten out of the bag had been smashed
flat all over the road a few feet away.
They were tiny kittens — barely old
enough to leave their mother. And no
doubt they had romped and sprang at
each other, and purred contentedly as
they slept together in a big, furry ball.
Now they lie smashed on a busy highway because their owner did not have
the decency to try to find homes for
them or to have the mother cat spayed.
The cat will have kittens again in
about three months, and probably its
owner will solve his problem in the
same way. I hope the person who did
this reads this letter and knows what a
cnnnmy human being he or she is.
Angrily,
Connie Davis

F4nny
Funny World
In the outskirts of Quito,Ecuador, a
weary field horse broke the traces on
his plow and charged down the road to a
cantina, plopped his jar on the bar and
was awarded a free bowl of beer. The
farmer tired of searching for him,
dropped into the bar for a quick one and
spied his horse. They had another beer
together and returned to their plow in
the field.(Diario Latino
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Karl Warming, administrator of the
Murray Hospital, has been named
president of the Western Conference of
the Kentucky Hospital Association.
M. C. Ellis was master of ceremonies
at the Annual Cub Scout Father and Son
Banquet held at the Murray Woman's
Club House. Jimmy Olila and Mike
Baker were named as "Cubs of the
Month."
Fred lisariby, brother of Mrs. L M.
Overbey of Murray, died February 24
at Georgetown.
Lowell Palmer will discuss the new
ASC program with the Hazel Farmers
on February 27 at Hazel High School.
In basketball Alm over Hardin, New
Concord over Murray Training, Lynn
Grove over fiazeL High scorers were
Gene Herndon with 39 for Almo, Eddie
York with 25 for Hardin, Dorris Hill
with 25 and Charles Lamb with 24 for
New Concord, Dale Barnett with 25 for
Murray Training, Ray Warren with 25
and Max Morris with 34 for Lynn
Grove, and Jimmy Dale Cochran with
48for Hazel.

Dear Consumer

Guide To Help
The Single Parent
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department el Health,
Education and Welfare
Thousands of men and women are
rearing their children without the other
parent. In fact, the growth of singleparent families has increased by more
than 31 per cent in the past 10 years —
greater than the growth of two-parent
fsmiles.
If you are a single parent, there are
many avenues open to you to get help
and advice. Remember, the right kind
of assistance can go a long way toward
easing the physical, financial and
emotional burdens you may face.

—or in addiiton to their help — you
might consider going to one of the locati,
family-help institutes; such as Nit,
Community Chest or Red Feather.
agencies, the city social services offices.
and others. Most have protegee's'!"
family counselors available • to Baba
and advise. They are also equipped to
help meet emergeacy housing, food,
clothing and money problems.
—ff you find that you do not qualify
for assistance from public agencies for
various reasons, there are several
private organizations that can help,
such as the Jaycees, Lion's Club or the
Knights of Columbus. Call or visit every
one you can find and if they cannot help,
ask if they can suggest somewhere else.
—Make a plan of things you are going
The help you take advantage of the 'to do — getting the children into a„
many programs and services available special school or recreational activity •
to you as a single parent, Health, or signing yourself up for creative),
Education and Welfare Department's courses or training programs. It III
Office of Child Development has surprising how much self assurance'
published a new booklet on the subject. you can gain from developing a plan',
Entitled One-Parent Families, the and making progress in completing its.,
pamphlet gives suggestions for ways to objectives.
—Consider the children's needs.'
get help through the initial period of
adjustment to divorce or the other When children lose a parent, for ,
parent's death. Here are some of the whatever reason, they need help to be
able to understand and deal with the
booklet's recommendations:
loss. Don't wait for them to ask
—When experiencing that difficult questions: give them the facts simply
period in the beginning of loss of your and honestly. Your children will trust
,mate and adjustment, do not be afraid and respect you for it.
to turn to others for help. If there are
For information about coping with
relatives nearby, they may be pleased the problem of being a single parent,
to be consulted. A trained friend can you may want to order a free copy at
also help.
One-Parent Families by writinG4t.
—In those instances where you would Consumer Information Center, Pula,'
rather not contact relatives or friends Co.81009.

Consumer Comment

By RALPH
AP Sports W
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On Buying Beef
By Robert F.Stephens
Attorney General
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Kentucky
residents often see advertisements
concerning buying beef in bulk. When
you investigate this method of meat
buying, be sure to refer to the following
checklist to make the wisest buying
decision:
1.
Check
for
the
USDA
wholesomeness inspection mark,
assuring safe,clean meat.
2. Know the types of meat. "Prime"
Is the top quality. "Choice" is the next
highest grade of meat and is most often
found in retail markets. "Good" is the
third highest grade of meat,followed by
"Standard" and then "Commercial."
Names such as "fancy,""Grade A,"or
"supreme" mean nothing.
3. Learn about yields, which tell you
the amount of usable meat on a carcass. Yield 1 is the highest, yielding
about 80 per cent edible meat. The
higher the yield number, the higher the
percentage of waste. Yield 4 should
yield from 66 per cent to 70 per cent
edible meat.
4. Know how much storage space you
have available.
5. Study a meat-cuts chart to learn
the various cuts and how they are
prepared.
6. Consider the different kinds of cuts
your family prefers, and buy the type of
meat that will give you these cuts. For
example, a hindquarter of beef will
yield more steaks and roasts. The
forequarter has more of the less-tender
cuts, but also contains the rib roast.
7. Don't be misled by the hanging
weight—that means the untrimmed
weight. The actual take-home_ weight

...991109901n )'•'/
will be less. Find out how much less.
8. Inquire if the cutting and wrapping
cost is included in the price per pound.'
9. Above all, beware of bait and
switch tactics. This office has had
complaints that suchtactics have been
used by some Kentucky bulk beef
dealers. The bait took the form of an
advertisement, offering meat at very
low prices. A consumer who responded
to the ad was shown fat, wasty, unattractive meat. The salesperson tried to
discourage the consumer from buying
the advertised meat, and attempted 1.4
switch the consumer to much mot
expensive meat hanging nearby.
If you suspect a company of bait aniA
switch tactics, write the Attorney
General's Consumer Protection
Division, The Capitol, Room 34, Frankfort, Ky.40601.

Isn't It The Trul
Ronald Reagan makes me think of a rose
growing in a cabbage patch. It looks pretty
there, but out of place and, therefore, a
cinch for the weeding hoe even before the
bloom fades.

Bible Thought;
0 Lord, our Lord, how excellent
Is thy name in all the earth! Psalm
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God, the Creator, God the Sustainer, God, the Savior, is all we,
need. There is no other name great—.
er — no other God.

Let's Stay Well

I

Exoesive sweating under the
arms (military hyperhidrosis) is
an annoying condition,
especially in women
Onset of the trouble usually occurs in the teens when puberty
ushers in the maturity of the
sweat glands and the glands produne perspiration in the armpits,
but nil elsewhere.
The sweat may soak the
clothing and often stain it. icedMg to the need for fitting with
absorbent axillary pads to catch
the perspiration. Bacterial
degeneration 02 the sweat comes

by carriers, ST 25 per month,
payobl• in
advance sy mots in conowoy
county
and to Benton. Hardtri,
Mayffekl, Stidoho
and Farmington. Ky . and
Paris.
Buchanan and Puryear. Tenn.. 15 00
per rear By rnall to other destination
t
$30 00per year
Member of Associated Press. K
tucky Press Association end Southorn
Newspaper Put:41'M's Association
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'Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway Comity
lilt True
What They Say
About Dogs?

.PAGE S TM Al

unpleasant body odor, often requiring careful use of effective
deodorants Esc/tensest brings
on a drenching with axillary
perspiration.
As mentioned in a recent
editorial by Robert Goodwyn.
MD., in the American Medical
Association's Archives of Surgery, various treatments formerly
tried (such as tranquilieers, cut-

Excessive Swthir
By F.J.L Maingame. MD.
ting the sympathetic nerves, or
local X-ray therapy) have been
Ion than satiafactory. Even Us
alliiperfpitalibi touted in advertisements are inadequate for
such cases of axillary byGoldwyn paint out that rather
silty* surgery to risnove the offending meat glands is usually
effective and is the treatment of
choice. The surgery can usually
be done under local anesthesia
An incision is made so that the
Hillary Min can be tined back
and the sweat glands dissected
out They lie immediately
beneath the dun and can be separated from the underside of the
skin without damage to it. The
glands are distributed over the
same area that is covered with
axillary hair and muir be
removed from the entire armpit
to get the best rem* Such surgery has to be carried out on Path
armpit

Heahng takes place in a brief
time. The incision is made in
such a way that movements of
the arm are unimpaired
Relief from the sweating in
operated areas is prompt and
usually is permanent
In competent hands, such
surgery generally brings gratifying results
Q. Mn. BS. inquires whether
taking birth control pills, which
she recently started will cause
her to gain a few additional
pounds. She is haying trouble
taking off weigte.
A. At the start of taking birth
control pills, a snail weight gain
is not unusual. Such is often the
result of the accumulation of an
additional limited amount of
water in the body Um* rather
than added fat The fluid will
molly clear out in a few weeks
If not. you Mould mention these

BLASINGAME
facts to your physician, who may ,
feel that a mild diuretic is indi-

cated. In the meantime, see that •
you watch your food intake and
keep up regular exercise.
Q. M* H.D., who is trout:Ike'
with respiratory and skin
allergies, is engaged to a man
who has hay (ever and cannot
eat certain foods because he is
allergic to them. She asks if
allergies run in families. If she
and her fiance marry and have
children, will the children
have
allergies'
k Tendencies to allergies are
hereditary The chances are
greater that the offspnng will be
allergic if both parents haw
allergies than if neither or oily
one is free of allergic
You may want to take
chance and marry your Si
and have children. Moi.
allergies are rnanagea4e
promise medical care
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One Word Major Block
For Baseball Season
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —A
single word, "retroactively,"
stands as the major stumoling
block in negotiations between
major league baseball owners
and the Players Association, a
dispute that has delayed
spring training and threatens
even the start of the 1976
season.
Of course, it's all really not

College Scores
By The Associatetk Press
EAST
Boston U 83.Wandels 80
Bucknall V. Dela wa re 80
DePaul 72, VIllanove 63
Fairleigh Dkdeinson, 77, Siena
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71
Maine 1, Colby 71
Niagara 59, Syraaise 57
Penn H. LaSalle 56
Temple 70, American U 43
SOUTH
CIetreon 90, Dike 89
Flora Sarthech
76
Garcher Webb 81, Limestone
78
Jacksonville
SI,
ukee S3
Kentucky St 106, Ky. Welleyan 110
Maryland 105, Wake Forest
91
Middle Tennessee 99, Marshall V
103,
St.
Cominion
Old
Francis, Pa. 75
,
Rutgers 100, William & Mar.
90
S Carolina 77, St. Bonavein
lure 67
Tenn-Chattanooga 83, Tenn.
St 77
Virginia 79, Virginia Tech 75,
2 OTs
W Virginia 109, Richmond 84

that simple, and apparently
there will be no baseball until
the owners have run the
gamut of court action. But the
oneword issue is a thorny one
in the continuing talks.
Briefly, an arbitrator, and
later a federal judge, ruled
that the standard baseball
contract allows a player to
play out a one-year option
mason, then become a free
agent. The ruling stripped the
owners of their most precious
right, lifetime ownership of
the players.
So the owners have two
strikes against them. But
they're still at bat, before a
federal tribunal in St. Louis. If
they take a third strike, the old
ball game is going to take on a
new look.
The latest talks between the
owners' hegotiating committee and the Players
Associsttni headed by
executive director Marvin
Miller, went on for about two
hours Wednesday. There was

By The Associated Press
Nationally fifth-ranked
college division power Kentucky State lowered the boom
on Kentucky Wesleyan in
college basketball action at
Frankfort Wednesday night,
MI CIPNE ST
blasting the Panthers 106-80 as
Detroit U. Duquesne 67
E III U 77, SE Mo. St 62
Lewis Linder scored 33 points.
Nebraska-Omaha 911, Kearney
Linder hit 1o4 18shotsfrom
85
N Michigan 75, Wayne St 60
the field and added 15 assists.
Notre Dame 85, Dayton 79
He was assisted in scoring by
Ohio U 78, E Michigan 75
teammate Gerald CunTO14013 1/9, 130tvl In g Green 66
W Michigan 73, K int St 43
ningham, who added 26 points.
The Thorobreds, who broke
SOU 714W EST
Trinity, Tex., U. Tex. COI 84 away from a 14-12 deficit,
---_scored 14 straight points to
FAR WEST
Cent Wash . 84, Seattle Padfk lead 26-16. Kentucky Wesleyan
71
cut the lead to eight twice
S Colorado 95, Denver 91
S Utah 94, New Mexico High- before the half, but Kentucky
lands 86
State was on top at intermission 53-35.
TOURNAMENTS
The last half was a rout,
Shepherd 81, West L I b erty 79
W Virginia Tech 69, Beckley with Kentucky State twice
W Va. St 90, Davis & El46
stretching the lead to 30
kins 84 4 OTs
CCNY 72, Queens Col 60
points. Kentucky Wesleyan's
William Johnson had points
and 11 rebounds to lead the
The Courier-Jommal
visitors. Kentucky State,
which shot 66.2 per cent from
the field, is now 22-4, while
Wesleyan dropped to 13-9.
The championship game of
the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Conference tournament is set
for 7:30 tonight as Pikeville
College will host Berea.
Berea enters the title game
Roe.
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no progress reported. They
agreed to meet again Friday
in New York.
Both sides indicate a
willingness to compromise on
the controversial reserve
clause, but the owners want
any agreement to be
retroactive to last Dec. 31,
when a two-year collective
bargaining agreement with
the association expired.
Miller smiles pleasantly and
says, "No way." He's not
about to give away the rights
won by the players from the
arbitrator and the judge. He
says more pointedly that he
cannot legally negotiate a
compromise that gives away
these rights. He contends that
every player would have to
sign a waiver of his new oneyear option privilege.
The owners, led by chief
negotiator John Gaherin,
itt- a collective
.
pi
bargaining agreement would
supercede any player's right
to invoke the one-year option.

Thorobreds Crush Rival
Panthers Behind Linder

GUARANTEED

e Trufk

Expansion Stingers In
First Place In League

1974 VW War Des*
Medi eillk red Isedereele teleirkw,
14668 sided ides, see wow, 49
ferd Used, dre kek sobs, bead
▪ sessessikss.
Geed *sisals. ef 1975 Domes II
ell wed* es well es -wed
Vakserepee Isleek.

with a 19-7 overall mark and
the stingiest defense in the
KIAC,allowing opponents just
77.7 points per game.
Pikeville averages a
blistering 93.1 points per
contest, making the championship game one of offense
versus defense and although
Berea has lost twice to
Pikeville this season, in their
last meeting, Pikeville earned
an 87-85 victory on a last
second shot.
Northern Kentucky's Dan
Doellman's goal with nine
seconds left appeared to give
his team a 76-75 victory over
Bellarmine, but the Knight's
Jim Hall countered with a 30foot bomb with one second left
and Bellarmine prevailed 7776.
The victory, Bellarmine's
17th against seven defeats,
was an important one as both
teams have hopes of an NCAA
Division II berth in the Great
Lakes Regional.
Hall, in addition to winning
the game with one shot, led all
scorers with 29 points.

General Secretary
WALTHAM, Mass.(AP) —
Nicholas Rodis, athletic
at
Brandeis
director
University, today was named
general secretary of the
International Federation for
American Football.
The federation, which will
have headquarters in Boston,
was forrnd this month to
promote American football
throughout the world. Initial
plans are to have college
players and coaches conduct
clinics in Europe.
Although Brandeis does not
play intercollegiate football,
Roctis has an extensive
background in international
athletics. Before coming to
Brandeis, he was special
athletic
for
assistant
programs for the State
Department. He currently is a
vice president • of the
University
International
Sports Federation.
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Soo or cd1Mitcle Burkett, Bob lair, Ed Carroll,
or TOIIIWPf Carol is way of these Used Cars or a
Now Audi or Volkswogon. There is a good :Aiello* of dl modelsIisevoatory.

COUNTY CHAMPIONS—The North Weeny eighth "ode boys wee the County Cbasnpienshie
lost weekend. Alesebers of the teem ere, top row, left to right, Gooch John Gingles, David There,
Terry Pack,lbw kett, Kerry lemb, fieney Graham, Kid% Edwards sod Cory McClure. Trent
row, Greg Kempen, Kerry Teel, Terry Rule, Keith Todd, Guy Fen, Janes Bibb, lorry Satterwhite,
manoger, and Terme Wird,Malleger.

Four Players Have Chance To
Join Million Dollar Group
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
LAUDERHILL, Fla. (AP)
— Four men — Miller Barber,
Julius Boras, Frank Beard
and Dave Hill — have the
opportunity to join the ranks
of pro golf's $1 million winners
this week in the Tournament
Players Championship.
At least one, Barber, is
expected to make it. The odds
are considerably longer on the
others adding their names to
the' elite list of only nine men
who have achieved that mark.
The 44-year-old Barber, a
bald, paunchy veteran of 18
years of tour activity, needs
only $889 to reach the plateau
previously scaled only by
Arnold Palmer, Billy Casper,
Jack Nicklaus, Lee Trevino,
Bruce Crampton, Gary
Player, Tom Weiskopf, Gene
Littler and Johnny Miller. A
finish of 48th or better in this
rich event would do it.
"I don't know if I'll make it
this week or not," Barber said
before teeing off today in the
first round of this ambitious,
$300,000 event that is billed as
the championship of the
touring players. "But it's just
a matter of staying healthy
and playing long enough."

hopefuls is a field that includes all the game's great
names and all the previous $1
million winners.
Chief among them, of
course, is Nicklaus, with
Miller and Ben Crenshaw —
each a twotizne winner this
year — not far behind.
Other major threats include

Player, Crampton, Hale
Irwin, British Open champion
Tom Watson, defending
titleholder Al Geiberger and
Trevino, who usually plays his
best in Florida.
will provide
ABC-TV
national television coverage of
portions of the final two
rounds Saturday and Sunday.

record seventh consecutive
triumph.
Jets S,Crusaders
Ulf Nilsson and Mike Ford
scored 39 seconds apart late in
the opening period, Mats
Lindh and Bill Lesuk scored in
the second period and Veil
Ketola tallied early in the
third as the Jets built a 5-0
lead and beat Cleveland for
the first time this season.
Mariners 2,Saints 1
Norm Ferguson dug loose
his own rebound and scored on
a 10-foot shot at 8:13 of suddendeath overtime. The Saints
played without three regulars
who were advised not to play
by their agents because of the
team's financial plight —
goalie John Garrett and
forwards Mike Walton and
Paul Holmgren.
The victory lifted the
Mariners into a second-place
tie with Minnesota and
Phoenix in the West Division,
10 points behind Houston.
Dave Keon gave the Saints a
1-0 read just 91 seconds into the
game and San Diego's Gene
Peacosh tied it at 2:24 of the
thi-d period.

Radio/Melt

I41 COMPONENT SALE

GET THE REALISTIC RECEIVER OR AUDIO SYSTEM YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED AT BIG SAVINGS!

SAVE900

11

1/1/1

It would be considerably
more difficult for Boros,
Beard and Hill.
The 55-year-old Soros, the
placid, slow-moving, semiretired "Or Man River" of the
tour, needs $5,787. That would
require a placing of 10th or
better in the strongest field of
the year. This is one of the
year's two designated tournaments and, as such, all the
game's leading players are
required to compete.
And Boros has some
physical problems. A pinched
nerve in his neck has hampered the smooth, easy swing
that has been his trademark
for more than two decades of
competitive tournament play.
"Some days it's bad, some
day's it's not so bad," said the
two-time U.S. Open champion
who lost in a playoff to Gene
Littler last year in the
Westchester Classic. "You
can't tell till you go out and try
it."
Beard and Hill have no such
ailments, but their chances of
reaching the $1 million mark
are slim. Beard has $951,596 in
winnings for his career and
Hill has accumulated $944,312.
The only way either can make
it is to win the $60,000 first
prize.
Arrayed against those

25

4416-

SAVE

REALISTIC e AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER
WITH AUTO-MAGIC e,FM TUNING

si1985
COMPONENT STEREO
SYSTEM FEATURING
RECEIVER
OUR STA-82
Regular Separate
Items Price
479.80

95
31-2056

299.95

35995

At 33% off. our STA-82 is the hottest receiver value
around, Unrivaled Radio Shack exclusives Auto-Magic FM
tuning. Glide-Path411 volume/balance controls Perfect
capability Plus
Loudness e. Ouatravox
magnetic phono input, tape monitor main/remote speaker
switch Genuine walnut veneer case There s only one
Radio Shack
place you can find it

Receiver
AM-FM Stereo
Bookshelf
.Realistic STA-82
Walnut Veneer
-10
Mini
Realistic
.Two
Systems
Speaker
Changer, Base and
• Realistic LAB-34
Elliptical Cartridge
Value
$7 7 95

04-speaker

SAVE$70

PIANO it
ORGAN

•
OUR MOST POPULAR REALISTIC AM-FM
STEREO RECEIVER NOW BARGAIN-PRICED

SALE

- Reg.
199.95

SAVE
$8485
COMPONENT STEREO
SYSTEM FEATURING

SAVE UP TO
$1,000"

1972 Odd lkylark
2 Dew,kw**,teary dr, deeds
power,say4 No.

By The Associated Press
Like most expansion teams,
the Cincinnati Stingers are
playing sub-.500 hockey.
most other first-year clubs,
they occupy a strante place
in the standings ... first place.
The Stingers snapped a tie
with New England in the
World Hockey Association's
East Division with a 5-2 headto-head victory over the
Whalers Wednesday night,
pulling two points ahead of
them and four in front of the
Cleveland Crusaders, 5-2
Losers to the Winnipeg Jets.
Elsewhere, the San Diego
Mariners edged the moneyhungry Minnesota Fighting
Saints 2-1 and the Calgary
Cowboys turned back the
Edmonton Oilers 5-2.
After Dennis Sobchuk and
Jacques Locas scored for the
Stingers and Doug Roberta
and Don Borgeson replied for
the Whalers, Cincinnati's
Gene Sobchuk got the tiebreaker with 13 seconds left in
the second period. Loess and
Mike Byers added insurance
goals in the third period as the
Stingers rolled to a club

-*tilt STA-47 RECEIVER
Regular Separate
Items Price ..
354.80

31-2057

26995

• Raushatic STA-47 AM-FM Stereo Receiver
• Tbuo Realistic Mini-10 Walnut Veneer Bookshelf
Speaker Systems
• Realistic LAB-12C Changer, Base and
$12.95 Value Magnetic Stereo Cartridge

Cost-conscious music lovers choose our STA-47f Loaded
with winning features such as tape outputs/inputs Plus
monitor, separate bass, treble, balance, volume controls
Main/remote speaker switch magnetic phono input,
lighted tuning meter. headphone lack Exclusive
OuatravOx 04-speaker capability Why wait')
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SUPERTAPE ® CASSETTES
BUY TWO! GET ONE AT NO EXTRA COST!
• Better Recording 33% OFF at this Shack*

▪ 60 Minutes Recording Time
Reg 3 FOR 8.37

111 3 FOR
111

558

44-615

90 Minutes Recording Time
Reg 3 FOR 9.57

3 FOR

638
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From The Eye
Of A Woman

Last Tuesday night marked the end of the
regular season for the Murray State Lady
Racers- On Monday, March 1, the Lady
Racers will be taking on the Western
Kentucky Hilltoppers in the first round of
.the Kentucky Intercollegiate Basketball
Tournament.
Let's just take this column and review the
Lady Racer season and see what they will be
taking into the tournament.
The Ladies started off their regular
season play with a 85-18 massacre of the Ft.
Campbell Eagles. The Ladies ended their
season with a 96-43 stomping of Kentucky
Wesleyan. But all was not roses in between.
Carrying a 10-14 over-all record, the
WIN TROPHY — The North Calloway cheerleaders won the trophy lost wookood it the
Ladies had no upset victories, only upsetting
losses.
Calloway County Junior High Basketball Tournament. Top row, left to right, are Kathy Lovett,
Their ten wins,consisted of two "too easy"
Tommi Crouse, Mary Ann Riley and Laura Fones. Front row, Cathey Puckett, Belinda Smith, Debwins over Ft. Campbell, another pair of easy
bie Turner and Teresa Hale.
wins over Kentucky Wesleyan, a "close"
(staff Hama by M.gnome)
nine point advantage over UT-Martin, a
sizeable gap over University of Louisville,
obvious wins over Kentucky State and
University of Evansville, and two all-beef
patties spacial sauce, .lettuce, cheese,
pickles, 'onions on a 'sesatne-§etcled bun.
Whew!
So, really, the Lady Racers have not done
By The Associated Press
"We got beaten so badly ..."
Actually, it wasn't the anything outstanding this season to acJack Ramsay was ready to
It didn't keep him from alleged zone defense that hurt cumulate their ten wins.
hit the referees with his bench, talking about Seattle's the Braves, but a couple of
But, they have done "some" outstanding
but not quite mad enough 'to defensive tactics, however.
highpowered performances by things in their 14 losses, and also some
tap his wallet for $1,000.
'"The refs didn't call a zone Fred Brown and Tom unoutstanding things.
Ramsay complained that was obviously being Burleson. Brown scored 31
Perhaps their greatest game was played
vociferously that the Seattle played," the Buffalo coach points and Burleson had 29 against Western
Kentucky in Bowling
Super-Sonics were playing an said. "I couldn't believe they points and 17 rebounds.
Green. Earlier in the season the Hilltoppers
illegal zone defense against wouldn't acknowledge it
Elsewhere, the Boston bombed the Ladies 45-33, but when Murray
his Buffalo Braves. But when during the game. Anyone who Celtics nipped the Houston went there,
Western only won by eight
it came time to decide knows basketball and is Rockets 103-102, the Cleveland
points.
Western
is considered one of the
whether he would file an of- watching knows Seattle Cavaliers stopped the Detroit
toughest
teams
in
this state so that was
ficial protest and give up played a zone."
Pistons 108-101 and the New pretty good playing by Murray on WKU's
$1,000 for the privilege, well, Seattle Coach Bill Rossell Orleans Jazz outscored the
home court.
that was another matter.
was noncommittal on the Washington Bullets 105404.
Another one of the Lathes' finer games
"As poorly as we played, I subject.
Celtics 103, Rockets 102
was in the Memphis Invitational tourdon't know what benefit it
"I've got nothing to say
Jo Jo White highlighted a nament where Murray lost to Middle
would be to lodge a protest," about that," he said. "That's Boston comeback with a key Tennessee for the third time. But there was
Ramsay said after a 126-94 between him and the steal and then hit on a three- only a seven point margin and Murray led
• • beating by the Super-Scrnics. referees."
point play as the Celtics edged most of the way.
Houston. The Celtics built a 14Some of the bad things that happened
point lead early in the second during the season were two upsets by two
half, but had to rally after weak teams. After beating both UT-Martin
Coach Tommy Heinsohn was and U of L here, Murray was upset in their
ejected by referee Bill Jones respective homes. UT-Martin beat Murray
late in the third period.
62-53 and U of L squeezed mit a 44-41 win.
Cavaliers HO,Pistons 101
These things don't happen without a
Several M stock to choose from
Seven Cleveland players reason and here are a few free reasons:
scored in double figures,
Brand New 1976 Sumerset
topped by Campy Russell's 17
points, as the Cavs beat
as low as $11,500.00
Detroit.
Jarz 106, Bullets IN
Pete ,Maravich poured in 39

Ramsay Not Willing To Spend
Cash Fot Pursuing Argument

BOATS
*Nouse Boats*
*Flote-Bote*
Ostieril and Stem Drive
A few 75's
Save $700.00

*Runabout*
See the big 20 ft., 133 H. P. Stern Drive Somerset Runabout,
King size for fama
& Comfortable

*Fishing Boats*
See the slick Shakespeare and many others priced from
$295.?0 up

Dixie

Craft Trailers

in stock
If you need a trailer only

Travel,LakeInc
Holiday
Happy
Panorama Shores on Kentucky
DON McCtURE

GRAYSON McCtURE

Telephone 502-436-5483

LEXINGTON, Ky. (A?) —
The women's state basketball
and gymnastics championships will be held March 14 at the University of Kentucky.
Basketball teams from
Kentucky, Western Kentucky,
Eastern Kentucky, Murray,
Morehead and the University
of Louisville will compete in
basketball March 1-3.
The winner of the tournament here advances to the
region two championships,
which includes the champions
of Tennessee, Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina and
Kentucky.
The gymnastics meet will be
held March 4 with teams from
Kentucky, Eastern, Western,
Louisville and Morehead
along with two participants
from Berea College.

The 1976 Toyota
Everybody Wins Sweepstakes
A chance to win one of over 200 maior prizes with a guaranteed prize for everyone
who deposits an entry in our showroom.
Secure on entry from March Issue of Readers Digest or from a salesman in
our showroom

Everybody Wins
Test Drive A Toyota Today
*See the Excellent Workmanship
*Feel the excellent Ride and Drive
*See the Attractive Prices....starting as low as S2849.00
We have on almost complete inventory in stock
Celica Vs-Celia STs - Station Wagons - 2 & 4 door Sedans - Pick Up 'Tracks, 4 wheel drives land Cruisers
For Quality,Economy,Dependability,Styling

Buy TOYOTA
The No. 1 Selling Import Car
triERCURN

Hatcher Auto Sales
515 South 12th
7S3-4961

Coach Dew Drop Rowlett will have a lot of
people to choose from to take the place of the
weak and injured.
Top reserve forward Bev Parrish will
undoubtedly be relied upon to give the
defense a push in the tourney. Even though
Bev has only a three point a game scoring
average, she is the top defensive player on
Or team.
Sindy-Macovik-isidelbelidriii-With 14
point average. Sindy has sparked this team
every game with her offensive play.
Senior guard Jana Jones is second with a
nine point average. Jana will be playing her
last basketball gatne for Murray State next
Monday. Jana will be sorely missed by
Coach Rowlett and the rest of the Lady
racer squad.
Cindy Leimbach and reserve Denise
Griffith are next with six points a game
average. Leimbach has been on a cold
streak since mid-season. The Ladies will
need her to be very, very hot in the tournament if they are to have any chance of
winning.
Reserves Sandy Macovik has five points a
game, Sandy Sims with three, and Roxan
Maddix with four. Guard Lee Stokely has a
two point a game average.
MSU has a 58 point per game average
while allowing their opponents 49 points per
game.
Well, by this review, you can determine
for yourself that the Lady Racers are not a
weak team nor a powerful team. so what
kind of a team is the Racers?
A team that could probably (but not
likely) create an upset in the first round of
the state tournament.
Lottsa luck.

LINCOLN

By JERRY GARRETT
AP Motorsports Writer
NEW YORK(AP)— A lot of
questions remain to be
answered, but it appears
Arlene Hiss has a real chance
of becoming the first woman
to enter and drive in the
Indianapolis 500-mile auto
race.
It's also possible she and her
husband, Mike Hiss, from
whom she now is separated,
could be the first husband and
wife team to drive at the
famed Brickyard.
"We have received Arlene's
dication and are prepared to
grant her a conditional
competition license for the
first two races on the national
championship trail this
season," Dick King, US. Auto
Club executive director,
confirmed Wednesday.
The May 30th Indianapolis
500, not directly controlled by
the USAC, is the third race on
the championship schedule.
To have a shot at
Indianapolis this year, Mrs
Hiss probably will have to
qualify and do fairly well at
each of the first two races, at
Phoenix on March 14 and at
Trenton, N.J., April 25.
Indianapolis officials almost
never accept nominations for
drivers without at least some
previous professional
competition experience.
Mrs. Hiss, who was not
available for comment, has
been active in Sports Car Club
of America amateur racing,
principally the Showroom
Stock class where she was a
two-time regional titlist.
Despite her relative inexperience, Mrs. Hiss, 28, has
been impressive in test

Playoffs Set
SPRINGFIELD, Mass.
(AP) — Massachusetts, Holy
Cross and Providence, New
England's top basketball
powers, are set for the NCAA
District I playoffs March land
6 at the Springfield Civic
Center.
The
ECAC
selection
committee picked the three
colleges Wednesday, but
delayed naming the fourth
team pending games this
week. Connecticut, Rhode
Island and Vermont are
battling for the final berth,
with major Yankee Conference games remaining.

driving.
Even though she shows
promise, her current backers
say they will need to find
sponsorship, to help fund the
program, before they will be
entirely confident in going
ahead.
Currently, she is driving the
Offenhauser-powered Eagle
that veteran Lloyd Ruby
drove the past two years.
Ruby's
accomplished
mechanic, Mike Devin, is
handling those chores.
Driving top grade equipment, with a competent crew,
should help her bid. But a
USAC official cautioned,"You

have
to
remember
Indianapolis is a very difficult
track to drive, and very
competitive. Some of the best
drivers in the world never
have made it — Pedro
Rodriguez, Juan Fangio,
Chris Amon, Junior Johnson,
just to name a few."
Mrs. Hiss, a frail-looking
ash blond,reported earlier she
had been getting instruction
and assistance from her
husband, who was the 1972
Indianapolis 500 Rookie of the
Year.
Hiss also is expected to be
entered this year in his fourth
Indianapolis 500.

In the other NHL encounters, California topped
the New York Rangers 6-4,
Atlanta rallied to tie Pittsburgh 3-3 and Toronto blasted
Detroit 8-0.
Seals 0,Rangers 4
Al MacAdam scored three
goals and Fred Ahern netted
the winner
with 2:47
remaining in a game that saw
10 goals and eight fights as
California recorded only its
second victory in 23 games at
Madison Square Garden.
The Ranger,had come back
from a 4-1 deficit to a temporary tie before Ahern
tallied.
Flames 3,Pittsburgh 3
Barry Gibbs and Ken
Houston scored third-period
goals 66 seconds apart to
complete Atlanta's comeback
to a tie from a 3-0 deficit. Bill
Clement also hit for the
Flames after Bob Kelly, Jean
Pronovost and Simon Nolet
had given the Penglains...thik
early advantage.
Maple Leafs 8,Red Wings0
Jim McKenny scored once
and George Ferguson twice —
all in a 52-second span of the
first period — to start the
Maple Leafs on the way to
their 61-shot, eight-goal victory.
Toronto netminder Wayne
Thomas faced 27 shots in
recording his second shutout
of the season.
Dave Williams also scored
twice with Jim McKenny,
Lanny McDonald and Ian
Turnbull adding the others.

9th Anniversary
at West Kentucky's First
and Only Authentic

Italian Regtaurant

-

You Asked For It
You Got It!

LI

I. Former star forward Debbie Hayes was
out the first half of the season with a knee
injury and is finding it difficult to take up
where she left off.
2. Super freshman center Jackie Jo
Mounts broke her finger in the Morehead
clash and is out for the year.
3. Reserve guard Vickie Dillingham was
close to a steady starting role but is out for
the season with a knee injury.
4. The Lady Racers hit on 218 of 494 attempts at the free throw line for the season.
(44 per cent)
5. The Ladies have found it difficult to
break through a defensive press and also
are unsuccessful in the execution of a press.

By The Associated Press
Kansas City Coach Eddie
Bush could have been angry.
His team had lost to the
powerhouse
Montreal
Canadiens after giving up
three goals in the third period.
Instead, the new mentor
found every silver lining he
could in the cloud that has
been following his National
Hockey League club.
"Every time you look up the
sky is falling on the guys," he
said after the 3-1 loss Wednesday night. "We've got
everybody on the team hurt
now,so what's next?"
Bush was exaggerating only
slightly. The Scouts entered
the contest with five regulars
injured and lost three
defenseman while losing the
game.
"But can you imagine?"
bubbled Bush, "we held
Montreal off the scoreboard
for two periods! Now that's
something..Wejlayed well for
— two periods;—mns- just—gave
away a couple of goals in the
third."
Yvan Cournoyer and Yvon
Lambert each had a goal and
an assist to help Montreal
overcome a first-period score
by Darcy Rota and lead the
Canadiens to their 45th victory
of the season.
Scouts' goalie Denis Herron
was spectacular, stopping 33
shots with a dozen coming
from point-blank range.
"That little goaltender
played well," said Bush. "He
made some great saves and
kept us ahead 1-0.

Arlene Hiss Has shot
:rearle's:Pptems tetawilarlgtoiea7d. t Racing In Iind y 500
Tourney Set

Also the plush new 1976's are in stock

Scouts' New Coach Can
Maintain His Optimism

By Patsy
Beauchamp

To show our appreciation during our
9th Anniversary
we will be serving our

Traditional Pastries
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CASA MIA
Open 4 to 10 p.m. WPdnesday through Sunday

Phone: 247-3675
Hwy. 45 Hickory, Ky.

43rd Anniversary
03 Years Under the
Same Management)
—Two Weeks Only-

25% Off

Bulova & Seiko
Watches
Mens 8 Ladies
Diamond Watches and
Water Proof Watches

All Watches Guaranteed by
Us and The Factory
We Do Our Own
Service
FUR CHES qEWELRY
113 South Fourth Street

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

42071

Cm.
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Fishback Doing Well In Pizza Hut Voting
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Loss Helpful?

The Olathe Fishback Pizza Party held a couple of
weeks ago in Clarksville was apparently a success.
The senior guard of Austin Peay has moved into fourth
place in the vote getting for the East club in the Pizza Hut
Basketball Classic.
The top five consists of John Lucas of Maryland, Scott
May of Indiana, Beaver Smith of St. John's, Fishback and
Jeff Fosnes of Vanderbilt.
Tim Sisneros of Middle Tennessee is running a sold
seventh and in ninth place is Frank Jones of Tennessee
Tech. The only other OVC player on the list is Johnny Britt
of Western who is in 55th place and far oat of the running.
Somehow,Jesse Williams of the Racers was overlooked
and not included on the ballot.
2 The top five for the West are Willie Smith of Missouri,
Chuckle Williams of Kansas State,Sonny Parker of Texas
A & M, Ed Gregg of Utah State and Andre McCarter of
UCLA.
The nation's leading scorer, Marshall Rogers of Pan
4:Alierlitsin,is 1211a 4t the race end le about 13,000 votes
away from the 10th spot.
The Pizza Hut Basketball Classic is nothing more than a
populaiity contest.

Cage Picks
The cage predictions on Tuesday's games were a perfect seven for seven, bringing the season record to 144-66
fora .693 mark.
This is the last weekend of regular season games and
since I'm going to be silly enough to try and pick the tour-

Griffith On Tube

Notre Dame Ends Jinx
By Winning At Dayton
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
For years, Notre Deme's
basketball team has been
fighting an uphill battle at the
Dayton University Arena.
But the Fighting Irish
finally turned the one-way
street around Wednesday
night.
The Irish, who seemingly
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Crum believes the loss to
Marquette may have made his
players "realize they still
have to go a long way to be
able to beat the really good
teams."
Southern Illinois was barely
beaten by Louisville earlier In
the season in a game played at
Freedom Hall here. The
Salukis trailed 91-76 with 2:59
left but rallied to outscore the
Cardinals 174 to pull within
three points with 22 seconds
remaining. Louisville
prevailed 96-93.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
High
Male
Louisville
basketball star Darrell
Griffith, who was featured in
Sports Illustrated magazine
last week, will get national
television exposure soon.
"NBC News called me and
told me they wanted to do a
little special on me," Griffith
said Wednesday. "They're
going to shoot film on me in
the classroom and during the
Manual game. They're going
to talk to me too. That's real
nice."
The Male-Manual game is
scheduled for Thursday,
March 4 in the 25th District
Tournament.
Despite the network's plans,
Griffith might not play in the
Manual game. lia.-XMIljurad
his left ankle in lisle's 84-62
victory over Bath County
Tuesday night and coach
Wade Houston said "we'll
dress Darrell. He'll be ready
to play because that's the
most important game."

Seam

lament games,I don't imagine I'll break the .700 mark.
Most of the games to be played Miley are fairly tough
to pick so here we go one more time:
HICKMAN COUNTY at Calloway County by eight—The
Lakers played extremely well when they Tait last the Falcons, which has been many moons ago. Rickman
County will not run with the Lakers, which will only be•
disadvantage for Calloway.
Fulton County at MURRAY HIGH by seven—The
Tigers are peaking and that's about all you can say. Man
for man, Fulton County may have the beat talent in the
Region. Talent means nothing though if it isn't utilised.
Fulton County could well win the Regional or could well
get knocked out in the District by a weak Carlisle County
team. The Pilots are inconsistent so you have tog. with's
more consistent Murray High club for Friday's contest.
Marshall County at TRIGG COUNTY by eight—Both
teams are in a tailspin. The Wildcats aren't near the team
that beat Murray High early in December and then
• crushed Calloway just before Christmas.MarshallCounty
has gone downhill and in this game, you have to go with
the height and speed of Trigg County.
Mayfield at CHRISTIAN COUNTY by 21—The Cardinals have finally broken the .500 mark. After Friday,
they'll be back at .500 as Quistian County should have a
waltz.
Other games: Lyon County at BALLARD by four,
Fulton City at W.ATH by 11, Farmington at REIDLAND
by 44 and MZHMAN at Hopldnsville by seven. For
Saturday: UNION COUNTY at Tilghman by six.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Coach Denny Crum said
Wednesday "Maybe the
Marquette loss helped," his
University of Louisville team
which faces potent Southern
Illinois University in college
basketball on the Saluki's
home floor tonight.
Louisville dropped a 72-62
decision to Marquette here
Saturday, reducing the
Cardinals' season mark to 18-

expires April S, 197S

Entre
• Prices are Catalog Prices • ablipping, Inet•Iletion

s ars SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
"
liallikals909 Cooler 713-25

successful The Indians were intimidated
been
have
everywhere else but at by the powerful Scarlet
Dayton, managed to win their Knights early in the game,
first game ever on theFlyer.' allowing Rutgers to streak to% er
home court — an excruciating 72-8 lead with 11:39 bet in tilt
85-79 victory that left Coach half. But the Indians cut the
deficit to 35-34 on a jumper by
Digger Phelps wrung out.
"I'm just happy to win Billy Harrington. Rutgers, 24here," said Phelps. "We were 0, one of only two unbeaten
well prepared and our nine major college teams, pulled
back out to a 5041 lead at the
guys did the job."
Particularly, Adrian half on a 13-5 scoring spree
Dantley did the job with his 30 and controlled the game the
points and Dave Batton did rest of the way.
one also with two crucial free
William & Mary's Ron
throws in the waning minutes.
In other top college games, Satterthwaite scored 23 points
third-ranked Rutgers whipped and Billy Harrington had 14.
William & Mary 100-90; 10th- John Lucas scored 22 of his
rated Maryland turned back 24 points as Maryland rolled to
Wake Forest 105-91 and No. 16 a 55-36 halftime lead and went
Western Michigan beat Kent on to whip Wake Forest. Lucas
connected on eight of 12 shots
State 73-63.
Notre Dame took the lead from the floor as the Terns
for good on 13atton's two free sank 65 per cent of their
throws with less than four attempts in the first half, en
minutes to play. Johnny Davis route to posting their 20th
of Dayton was the game's victory of the season.
most explosive player with 38 Maryland has a 6-5 record in
points. The victory boosted the ACC, accounting for all of
Notre Dame's record to 21-4 Its losses in league play.
Tom Cutter Scored 26 points
and virtually locked up a bid
as Western Michigan defeated
to the NCCA playoffs.
Mike Dabney scored a Kent State for its 12th Midcareer-high 33 points, pacing American Conference victory
Rutgers over William & Mary. In 13 games.

Denver Slows Things
Down To Grab Win
By The Associated Press
Denver is running away
from the rest of the American
Basketball Association but the
Nuggets slowed things down
and ran away from the
Indiana Pacers 122-110
Wednesday night.
"We were trying hard to
create plays instead of running hard," said Coach Larry
Brown. "When we kept the
tempo down we could play
better and set up the shots."
The Nuggets' Dan Wel set
tIp enough shots to score a
game-high 3$ points.
Denver held a four-point
margin when the fourth
quarter began but baskets by
Bobby Jones, Issel, Claude
Terry and Ralph Simpson
helped build the margin to
eight points early in the fourth
quarter.
The Pacers were led by
Billy Knight's 33 points.
Denver also got 16 points from
rookie Dervid Thompson and 19
pobita from Simpson. Mike
Flynn added 30 for Indiana.
By winning, Denver opened
a six-game lead over the
runnerup New York Nets, who

bowed to the San Antonio
Spurs 116-106. In another
game, the Virginia Squires
downed the Spirits of St. Louis
105-96.
James Silas and George
Gervin each scored 24 points
and ex-Net Billy Paultz
collected 21 rebounds as thirdplace San Antonio ended New
York's five-game winning
streak and climbed within two
games of the Nets.
The Spurk scored eight
consecutive points early in the
first period for a 14-8 advantage and didn't trail after
that. They led 59-46 at the half
and 90-74 after three quarters.
Julius Erving led New York
with 32 points while Rich
Jones had 23.
Squires 1115, Spirits N
Led by Mike Green's 12-for15 at the foul 1147,- Virginia
canned 39 of 49 free throws.
Green had 20 points and 18
rebounds while Mel Bennett,
'flay Burden and Mack
Calvin added 16 points apiece.
Marvin Barnes led the Spirits
with 30. Bennett and St.'Louis'
Randy Denton were ejected
for a third-period fight.

COUNTY CHAMPIONS — the North Caliewery eighth grade girls woe the Casty Chamois's:hip
last week iry defeating East. Members ef the team are ter raw, left I. right, Sherri Roberson,
rearsager, them Boggess, Giyas Tabors, homey Frealdieessr, Jimmie Sehreaier, Rim Wills and
dabs lucy,raweagsr. heat row, Mei Swith, Orieltte Bynum, Mims Todd, Beth Yam,Shannon
Knight wed Cow* him Gingles.
(Stalf /Man by Me Imam)

Announcing
The Newest Addition To Murray Supply
Lawn and Garden lines the...

Gilscoars*
16 H. P. Lawn and
Garden Tractor
Also Available is the 8 H. P. Gilson Lawn and
Garden Tractor

For Years Murray Supply has sold the famous Gilson tiller and Now are
proud to introduce the Gilson line of lawn and garden tractors.

Truckloads of
Gilson Tillers Et
Tractors are Arriving!
Before you buy come by and look over the most complete
line of lawn and garden equipment in this entire areal

We WillNOT
Be Under Sold!!
Gilson Lawn and
Garden Tractor

Tiller
Prices

16 H. P. With 42" Mower
Starting As Low As

$159r

We also have the 8h. p.
tractor /or under *1,000

Starting as Low As

$14995

Coming Soon
To Murray Supply
This areas largest showroom of lawn and garden equipment.
Over $150,000 of E uipment In stock now and more arriving

RairE-M-E-M-B-E-11
You Get Service!!

When you buy lawn and garden equipment from us you get service
backed with over $25,000 in stock parts and 3 trained mechanics to
give you service after the sale!
INNINimmirmsOn the Spot Financingmm....I.Easy Terms

Murray Supply Co.
'WestKentucky's 13argain Center"
306 E. Main, Murray

Don'forget our other fine lines...
Ariens •Greencraft•Davis
John Deere•Torro•Yazoo

Phone 751-3361
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Kentucky Little Miss
1976 Pageant Planned

Nixon Refuses Comment On
Criticism Of Trip To China

Kentucky Little Miss Pageant - 1976
Sponsored by: Tau PhiLambda
1307Poplar St
fgamy,Kentucky 42071
ENTRY FORM

•

The Kentucky Little Miss
Pageant for 1976, sponsored
by the Omicron Alpha Chapter
of the Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority of the Woodmen of
the World will be held April 11,
1976, in Lovett Auditorium on
the 'Murray State University
campus.
Contestants must be at least
five (5) and no more than 9
years of age as of June 26,
1976. They must be a resident
of the State of Kentucky. Birth
certificates may be needed.
Contestants will compete in
sportswear(no bathing suits),
and a party dress. If long
dresses are worn, hoops can
not be worn under the skirts.
Judging will be done by the
point system on NATURAL
chou-m, poise and personality.
clothing worn by the
t will not be judged,
o
how becoming the
is to the child.
cations are now being
for the contestants

entering the pageant. An
application form can be found
in this newspaper.
The completed application
forms should be sent to Carol
McDougal, Chairperson of the
pageant, at 1307 Poplar,
Murray, Kentucky, along with
a 5 x 7 photograph of the entrant. These photographs will
be used in newspaper
publicity and in the program
for the pageant. Applications
should be completed and
returned no later than March
10, 1976.
Each contestant will need to
solicit sponsors for the
pageant. The contestant may
have as many as two sponsors.
The sponsors may be the
child's parents or a place of
business. The registration fee
Is $30.00 and will need to accompany the application form
of each contestant to make the
contestant eligible.
Kentucky Little Miss -1976,
will be crowned by the Ken-

•Murray Calloway
County Jaycee's

re bringing the. . .

MAGICAL
MOMENTS
with the Sheppards
March 14, 1976 at
3 p.m.and 5 p.m.

A limited number of applicants will be taken for the
pageant, so don't delay in
getting your application and
registration fee mailed in. If
problems arise in getting the
photographs, a little leeway
can be granted, Ms. McDougal
said.

Tickets
c

tucky Little Miss - 1975, Miss
Michelle McDougal, and will
serve along with her court of
four runners-up for the
coming year.
Each contestant will receive
tokens for entering the
pageant which will be
awarded by Tan Phi Lambda
Sorority. Kentucky Little Miss
• 1976, and her court will
receive trophies and an array
of prizes.
Pre-pageant activities will
include a punch party in
which each contestant will be
made an Ambassador of
Kentucky and a rehearsal set
for the afternoon of April 10.
Parents wishing more information concerning the
Kentucky Little Miss Pageant
may contact Mrs. Donna
Johnson at 753-5699 or 753-8786,
or Mrs. Dinah Westerman at
753-8583. Information may
also be obtained by writing the
Chairperson of the pageant at
1307 Poplar, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
The winner of the pageant
along with hes. mother will go
to Roanoke, Virginia, where
the Kentucky Little Miss will
compete for the title of
National Little Miss - 1976. The
National Pageant will be held
June 24-27, 1976. Expenses
involving the lodging and
meals of the contestant and
the mother are being paid for
by the Tau Phi Lambda
sorority.

Adults Advance. . . $2.00
at Gate $3.00
Family Tickets. ..$7.00
These

tickets entitles 1 man and wife and all
their children's admission

Tickets on Salo Now At
Bank of Murray, Peoples Bank,
ion John Silvers and Montgomery Ward

LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m.354.5,
down 0.1.
Below dam 325.7, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.6,
down 0.1.
Below dam 332.3, down 0.3.
Sunset 5:47. Sunrise 6:32.
Moon sets 1:51 p.m., rises
4:19 a.m.Thursday.

KWEILIN, China (AP) — from their official hosts: a 90.
Name
Richard Nixon refused to piece tea set of fine porcelain,
comment today on criticism of vases, three sandalwood fans,
Address
his trip to China by other three ivory letter openers,
Republicans at home.
pieces of brocade and
City
Zip
"Sir, can you give us any tablecloths.
reaction to the criticism being
The gifts the Nixons brought
Date of Birth
voiced by Sen. Barry to the Chinese included
Goldwater and President several Bicentennial books
Social Security Number of Contestant or mother
Ford's people?" an American and a number of porcelain
correspondent asked as the pieces from the Edward
Nome of Parents or Guardian
smiling ex-president was Marshall Boehm studio.
walking to his car.
Among the latter were a large
Home Phone
Business Phone
Nixon said nothing, kept on panda and several smaller
walking and kept on smiling,
Color of eyes
ones, birds, flowers and a
Color of hair
Some of Ford's campaign replica of a Boehm plate they
General information - hobbies, favorite TV program,
aides contended that Nixon's gave during the 1972 trip.
trip reduced the vote for the
The Nixons were acinterests, etc
president in the New Ham- companied by Yao Lien-wei,
pshire primary. Goldwater, a vice chairman of the standing
longtime Nixon ally, said he committee of the National
didn't agree with that, but People's Congress. They were
Nixon could do the United seen off at the airport by
States a favor by staying in Acting Premier Hua KuoChina.
feng, Foreign Minister Chiao
Nixon and his wife, Pat, Kuan-hua and other officials.
completed their visit to
The Nixons also will visit
Peking today and flew by Canton, South China's chief
special Chinese government city, before flying home
plane to Kweilin, in southern March 1.
'
—The final Ayala an the ex--Z.••••-.901101(
•
&haat at.
The Kuhns
Grade in School
ise""Oreadent's progiom 'In the
capital with a variety of gifts Chinese capital was a banquet
tending

he and Mrs. Nixon gave for 300
guests in the Great Hall of the
People. It was the first time
the Chinese are known to have
made the hall available to a
"private" visitor.
Nixon, in an exchange of
toasts with Hua, predicted
that China and the United
States will complete the
"bridge of understanding,
mutual respect and lasting
friendship" begun four years
ago during his first visit to
China.
Hua in his toast saluted S
President Ford for the first
time.
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Please send recent photo with this application. Please I
send registration fee of $30.00 with this application.
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Demos For President
Turning Attention
To Massachusetts
BOSTON
(AP)
Democrats running for
president, led by newly advanced frontrunner Jimmy
Carter, are turning their attention to Massachusetts and
the second primary test of the
election year.
The Bay State primary next
Tuesday involves more
Democrats
and
less

CRUSH is the one. the one soft drink that lust
flows with freshness... cool, tingling, light and
sparkling. You'll love CRUSH with all of your
favorite foods, and so will all of your favorite
friends.
Fresh and bright, sparkling light Orange
CRUSH
has the taste that stands alone

pUY
COUN

Republican activity and introduces new rules and a
highly volatile issue, busing.
The Democratic field in
Massachusetts includes the
five candidates in Tuesday's
New Hamsphire primary as
well as three others — Sen.
Henry M. Jackson of
Washington,
Pennsylvania
Gov. Milton J. Shapp and
Alabama Gov. George C.
Wallace.
Carter, the former Georgia
governor who polled 30 per
cent of the vote to lead the
field in New Hampshire,
predicted Wednesday he
would win, place or show in
the second primary test.
Following Carter in the New
Hampshire voting were Rep.
Morris K. Udall of Arizona,
Sen. Birch Bayh of Indiana,
Former Oklahoma Sen. Fred
Harris and Sargent &river,
the
Democratic
vice
presidential candidate in 1972.
The key stumbling block for
Carter and the others could
well be Wallace, who chose to
start his primary campaign in
the only state that voted
Democratic in the presidential
election four years ago.
Wallace already
has
devoted an extraordinary
amount
of
time
to
Massachusetts. Most others
will spend a good part of the
next five days here, but Carter
aides say their canciidae has
planned a bare four hours here
bringing
—
his total
Massachusetts time to 85
hours.
Udall, whose second place
finish in New Hampshire led
him to declare himself the
leading progressive candidate, said Wednesday he
believes Wallace could get 15
per cent of the vote in
Massachusetts. Other
estimates have been higher in
the seven-way race which
could be won with 20 or 25 per
cent.
President Ford is considered the heavy favorite on
the Republican side in a
lackluster contest with Ronald
Reagan,the former California
governor who took 49 per cent
to Ford's 51 per cent in New
Hampshire.

Central Shopping Center

-1
,*5
NANC

Come One, Come All To Our Carnival Of
Values Sale
Fri. 27th
Bring The Kids! Mothers Can Shop For Many Outstanding Values At Roses!

Pony Ride
Free
popcorn
afor
nee Kids!

Feb. 27th -9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Chadren's
Tunnel
Of
Fun

Ft0

THE
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:
ro
e

Games!
Contests!

Fortlow
is'

Not Dog
Coke

294

cioonsi

Free
"Deputy Dawg"
WiN Be At Roses
Friday!

For Of

Now Has A LocalNumber
For The Residents of Mionvy, Colowirf Gouty owl Aurora

s Registered Trademark 01 C•istb International
Inc.. Evenston

IL 80202

131.0N

Prizes

Insurance — Roods — Real Estee-108 E. 12th St., Boston

Ask for CRUSH
Outstanding with the taste
that's all its own

SEA
gAR
AND
ON A

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.

Grape CRUSH is groovy with a taste so fresh you
have to try it to believe it.

CRUS

KEfi

ents

Now Orange and Grape CRUSH
come in 10-ounce returnable bottles
in convenient 6-packs.

Manufactured and sold by PADUCAH BOTTLING
CC;MPANY. PADUCAH, KY. 42201

in

Signature of Par-

ORANGE AND GRAPE CRUSH
NOW AVAILABLE IN
WESTERN
KENTUCKY!

NOW AVAILABLE IN WESTERN KENTUCK't
Available in the following counties in Kentucky
(Ballard, Calloway. Carlisle. Crittendon. Graves.
Livingston, Lyon. Marshall, and McCrack
en)
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Extra Month Of DST
Doubtful This Year
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WASHINGTON (AP)- —
Although the Senate favors
extending Daylight Saving
Time to seven months, it
appears doubtful the House
will act soon enough to add the
extra month this year.
The House transportation
and commerce subcommittee
has scheduled hearings on the
Daylight Saving Time bill in
April following Senate approval of the extension
Wednesday.
Under the Senate plan, most
Americans would set their
clocks forward one hour on
March 14 and turn back the
hands one hour on Oct. 10.
But because the House isn't
likely to take up the matter
before April, the nation
probably will have six months'
Daylight Saving Time and six
months' standard time this
year, running from April 25 to
Oct. 31.
By a 70 to 23 vote Wednesday, the Senate approved a
bill providing seven months of

LICElVE
decal raqiilbde
puy YOUR DECAL AT YOUR LOCAL
COUNTY CLERK'S OFFICE

,
se
sa.viak.ri.,..r..4*

1'1140_
measure
year aria next.
was a compromise. Soule
senators had wanted daylight
time to last eight months,
while others preferred it to
last five or six months.
The Senate settled on an
amendment by Sen. Bob Dole,
R-Kan., to establish DST from
mid-March through midOctober this year and next.
The move to expand DST
was started in late 1973 during
the height of the energy
crunch. Some persons thought
longer hours of daylight when
persons are awake could
result in an energy saving.

OH, 41E5, THEY
916 1-tELP I
5METHIN6
LLANTED TO

EARGE FELL OFF A CLIFF
UNCONECIOLJE
AND iE
ON A LEDGE 50 FEET
DowN,/

But DST opponents argued
that changing back the dock
hands had saved little if any
energy and has endangered
children who had to go to
school before light and inconvenienced farmers.
Last year, Daylight Saving
Time ran for eight months.
Under the law, if Congress
does nothing this year,
Daylight Saving Time reverts
to six months.

State Taking New4
Look At Airports
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Transportation
State
Secretary John C. Roberts
said Wednesday the state is
taking a new look at its airport
facilities and service needs.
A series of regional
meetings to collect data to be
used in updating a 1971 airport
systems plan continues with
Vie Ditalrettasion WargneidAy
night at Cumberland Falls
State Park. Others are
scheduled to be held at Jenny
Wiley State Park next Monday; Louisville, March 3, and
Lexington, March 4.
"While the original plan
served its purpose well as a
general guide for airport
development, rapid changes
in our economy and the world
of aviation in general since
1971 make it necessary to reexamine the state's needs now
and for the future in air
facilities and services,"
Roberts said.

WERE A
DID
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DO..
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Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
on
was
accounts
February 23, 1976 filed
by Sula Cathey, Exec. of
the estate of B. L.
Cathey, Dec'd and that
the same has been
approved
by
the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
March 22, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 23
day of February, 1976.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway, County,
Kentucky
By Judith Ainley, D.C.
•
"
'
Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
on
was
accounts
February 23, 1976 filed
by James Johansen,
Adm. of the estate
Marelle Ward Johansen
and that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring .to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
March 22, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 23
day of Feb. 1976.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By Judith Ainley, D.C.

Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
on
was
accounts
February 23, 1976 filed
by Joe Dick, Exec. of the
estate of Leonas E.
Wyatt, Dec'd and that
the same has been
the
by
approved
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
March 72, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 23
day of February, 1976.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By Judith Ainley, D.C.

Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
on
was
accounts
February 23, 1976 filed
by Mary Lou Bell,
Executor of estate of
Samuel G. Bell, Dec'd
and that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
wW do so on or before
March 22, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 23
day of February,1976.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County t
Kentucky
By Judith Ainley, D.C.

Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
on
was
accounts
February 23, 1976 filed
by Joe Humphreys and
Harvey Ellis, Co-Exec.
of estate of Franlde
Azzie Lewis, Dec'd and
that the same has been
by
the
approved
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
March 72, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 23
day of February, 1976.
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By Judith Ainley, D.C.

Help Us
Celebrate Our

22nd
Anniversary
with
Special Low
Low Prices

ard- Elkins

753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
Ambulance 753-9332
Hospital
Emergency 753-5131
Humane Society..
753-2591 or 753-3994
Comprehensive
753-6622
Care
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens753-0929
Needline... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger 1.
Times
Spring
Arriving
Daily

King's
Den

1

SPECIAL

Pay 19' fir estallalien plias
$4.95 firiire let mail end
receive liml neerli service
!M. Sore q$, S15.56. for
ase-impbeeriliers
residential
ark We mho&

Murray C.ablevisio

Notice
In accordance with
Kentucky Statutes,
Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
on
was
accounts
February 23, 1976 flied
by Ornus 0.Flora, Adm.
of the estate of Morella
Hicks Flora, Dec'd and
that the same has been
the
by
approved
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
March 22, 1976 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand thLs 23
(ley of February, 1976,
By Marvin Harris
County Court Clerk,
Calloway County,
Kentucky
By Judith Ainley, D.C.

753-5005

FOR ALL YOUR Watkins
Products,see or call Mr,
or Mrs. Holman Jones.
Phone 753-3123.

MECHANIC WANTED
full time. Apply in
person Purdorn OldsPontiac - Cadillac, Main
Street, Murray,Ky.
EXPERIENq P
manager wanted.hr,
Excellent salary It;
s
.
fringes. Reply Box
Murray, Ky. Give h
resume and recommendation.

SALES
LIMITED TRAVEL
Territories available
in the Paducah, Ky..
arc.
Weekly draw and
training incentives to
$350.00. $18,000 plus
potential after first
year. Senior salesmet
earning $18,000 to
$45,000. Management
opportunities.
include:
Fringes
Hospitalization, Life
Profit
Insurance,
Sharing, Retirement.
You receive sales
in
the
training
territory.
Our products are
and
non-technical
readily learnable.
We sell chemical
specialties to the InFood
dustrial,
processing, Automotive and Institutional
markets. High quality
bring
products
repeat
profitable
sales.
You must have a
successful work or self
employment history.
Sales background optional. A late model
car required.
Send Resume to:
META FORVAOST
CNIAUCAl
•
CORPORATION
` P.O.Box 30310
Memphis,Tenn. 39130
torme opportaruty sin.

ti

VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED for research
study concerning
television viewing and
Please
personality.
Steve
contact
Rodrigues, at the
Psychological Center,
Murray State University. Phone 782-2504,
between 8 a. m. and 4 p.
in.

ACCOMPLISHED FOLK
song pianist, with
imagination, to correct
melody arrangement, in
4 flats. Call 436-5346.

SERVICE
FOOD
SUPERVISOR Intermediate Care facility,
experience helpful but
not necessary. Flexible
hours. Apply in person
by appointment. 9-5 p.
m.Call 442-6884.

)0u STOLE THAT PiemOND,
WITCHMRN • ANP TRIEP TO KILL
THREE MEN AND A CHILD FOR FT.

BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray,
Kentucky. Call 753-1272.

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1 italtaled
6 Secret
amen
8 Mils
12 Den
13 Baker's

RAYMOND HENSLEY is
now associated with Bill
Riley at the Downtowner Barber Shop, at

1 Mohair
2 Mates
3 Goddess at

egrel mi
(abbr.
Masts
6 Liquid
TO1111111111
clous stone
7 Affirmative
15 Transgress
vote
IS Waterway
8 Preposition
18 Period ot
9 Simian
time
10 Correspond
19 Meer
IC
20 Mann
Bridge NWT
11
21 Pronoun
16 Monwrils
23Pen ot -to
17 RaveMile
be"
20 Chapeaus
24 APOrOachime 22 Symbol tot
20 Contort
tantakim
28 Temporary
25 Go in
shelter (pi
28 idle chatter
291:Wen t
27 Fanatical
30 Beverage
26 Chinese
32 Academic
peed&
subrects
29 carpel
33 Canter ot
town
Dutch
31
activity
31 In bed
35 Peer Gynt s
moihor
36 Haul
37 Oldwomanish
38 Part in play
40 rg.ass

506 W. Main.

33 Tint
34 Later
36 South American animal
37 Macaw
39 Faroe Is
lands yonirt-

11 Lamb's coon
11011.4

45 God of love
46 Pals
48 Emmet
50 Danish land

&wean
51E yardmen
wind
IMO
40 Young
53 Nola of
shrub
41 South Amer scale
lean rodent 54 Symbol for
tellurium
42 Slack

tirk:Isco

56
57 Gaelic

BUY THE best for iesi.
storage
Portable
buildings, offices, 111
cottages, boat storag ,
garages, patios a
barns. Name it-We buifd
it. CUSTOM BUILT
PORTABLE
BUILDINGS, Hicks
Cemetery Road. Call s
753-0984.

WILL BABY SIT after
school, and weekends.
753-0790 ,
Call
Experienced.

41 IY4
let43 rybyloniart

deNy
44 Verve
46 Spanish sr lice
47 Arabian garment
49 Pertaining
loll.cheek
51 Montis lite
62 impurity
SS
-

PART TIME HELP
needed. Mature self
starter to work from
their home, evenings
and Saturday. 22
per week. Call
Williams at 1-247-41
after 12 noon.

LOST OR STOLEN small
brownish male dog, 1
legs, bob tail. Right leg
been taken off at
shoulder. Part Bull Dog
and Chihuahua. Call
Fred Garland,489-2554.

116^. .
1.4/0.411/1$0...M.
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MARE $1.1111 PROFIT per TILLER SAM, Gilson
model 510164219.95,
card selling engraved
model 51081 - $229.95.
bicentennial social
Roby Sales, Benton,Ky.
security cards. Free
sales kit. No investment.
Write Gregg Products, FIREWOOD for sale by
truckload or rick. Call
Box 272-HI, Lexington,
753-0745 or 753-3947.
N. C.27292.

ALL LINES of Insurance
including homeowner,
auto, commercial,
group accident and
hospitalization. Miami
Jasurance and Real
Estate, across from
Post Office. Call 753-

o263

FIREWOOD,hickory and
rick,
oak.
$15.00
delivered. Call 409-2307.
ENCYCLOPEDIA
Brittanica
Jr., 15
volume, 12 year books
plus
book
case.
Reasonable. Call 7534635.
OUTSIDE BAR with
formica top and canopy.
Call 753-5950.

or 25 H.P. motor for
boat. Call 753;
111393 after 5:00.

foac

Ak BED with drop
, in need of reholstering. Call 753-

ED FURNITURE and
4ippliances. Call 753rgs.
*TAMING TIMBER or
. already cut. Contact D.
Fox 753-9811 after 6,
or 753-6231.
111111111111111
Al NEIGHBOR: Tried
',•,Blue
Lustre for cleaning
••
carpets? It's super!
:Rent electric shampooer, Big K, Bel Air
Shopping Center.

FOR SALE cheap two 10 x
10 ft. 6 glass overhead
doors. See at 601 South
4th Street, or call 1-522469.
"NEVER USED anything
like it," say users of
Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto borne of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
SOFA AND chair, brown
and gold tweed. In good
condition. Call 7534347.
FIBERGLASS TOMATO
stakes. 2' to 6' long. Call
435-4433,
FENCE SALE at SEARS.
Call Larry Lyles at 7532310 for free estimates.
Through March.

Pearson's Foreign
Car Repair
1104 NOM!?. Maps 66 Betio, et 4th and Chest-

iest Street and mew his mare facties is serve yee
better f1 alp and deasestk rep*. Ws du hove
geed stock of V.W. parts sew,end and reheat and
geed pukes. Ws will else he handle, a geed his, if
Mdllips 66 predects, gas, ell, batteries, etc.
OWNERS
Bob Pearson

3E'X IC MP

Charles Holland
Call us at 753-0165
Free *hop eed Myer/

BIRD SOLID VINYL
SIDINGS. Never needs
painting. Now installed
by Aluminum Service
Co. Downtown Hazel.
Call 492-8647.
SPECIAL 110" chain link
fence with 1%"0. D. top
rail 1%" 0. D. Use post
and tie wires,81.39 cents
per ft. Limited to
material in stock. Also
farm gates and bull
gates. Sizes 12'46'. For
all your fencing needs
call 4444865 A. A. A.
Fence Co.

SEVERAL PIECES
unusual furniture for
family
room
or
bedroom.
At
the
O'Dorne. Call 753-4124.
X" GAS STOVE, 30"
electric stove, both for
$15.00. Three piece
bedroom suite, mattress, and springs included. Reasonable.
Call 753-7671.
THREE PIECE green
tweed living room set.
Call 753-0412.
40" GOOD ELECTRIC
range for sale. $4.5.00.
Call 492-8484.
WICKER & BRASS
Wicker headword, him
VC arms headboards hem
SIC Elms pigged beds free
$IM. Sad brass beds,
$993. Sedating lasolmo
chairs $77. Widow Magma
hum $7e. Twigs tiles
from VA Prime's Mein
hem $77.
WEST RT. MATTRESS
I ill So. Jed Padua& 117.
443-7323

MOM
ELECTROLUX SALIM
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or Well
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.

man maw WE=

I,'

USED UPRIGHT piano,
needs tuning, $50. Call
Ben Nix,phone 753-3785.
Noblet
FOR SALE
Normandy, B-flat
clarinet. Wood, excellent condition.
$150.00. Call 753-9255.
24 CHORD ESTEY
electric organ, with
bench approximately 2
years old, very good
condition. Cost $120.00
new will take $60.00 or
best offer. Call 436-5395.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.
PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.
10
FOR SALE Box Elder
and Maple 3' -5', $1.95
each. Three for $4.95.
Red bud and white
Dogwood 3'-5', $2.25
each. Three for $6.49.
Will set your trees by the
hour. Call 436-2149.

SPECIAL
Poy VP flr
des
$4M fir the I d weed sae
receive bed =NM woks
IMIL his op is $13.05. Sir
nokleatil me-stiscribers
up.110 Mush.

Murray
Coblevisson
753-3003
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also rebuild your old
mattress or box springs
- recover, like new.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, phone 1443-7323.
The 'Nett Sloe
304 Ilia

Sell Your Home Through

Kopperud Realty
This Week's Feature Home

50 MASSEY FERGUSON
tractor, good condition.
$1,500. Call 753-5000 or
753-5595.
FARM EQUIPMENT for
sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectarn.stic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.

*Printed Shirts
lieepwear
*Many Now Item
TWO STORY oak log
barn. Excellent conditon. Call 753-0870.
r

A-FARMALL tractor
with cultivator, A-1
condition. Call 753-4731.

This weeks feature home is a 3bedroom,14i bath
brick ranch home on nicely landscaped lot in the
West End of Murray. This newly listed home is in
exceptionally fine condition, has central gas
heating central electric air conditioning and
many extra features. Large backyard has 22:14
concrete patio, gas grill, and metal storage
building. Phone Bill Kopperud 753-1222., KOPPERUD REALTY, and be the first to see this
quality home.
BIG HOME - BIGGER VALUE
Large brick midi home on 8 rolling acres. Main
floor features 4 bedrooms,24 baths, living room
with fireplace, dining area, large modern kitchen with all conveniences,den and utility room.
Walkout basement consists of two fully paneled
apartments. One apartmert has two bedrooms,
the other is an efficiency. Call office for details.
FOUR BEDROOM
NOME ON FIVE ACRES
Almost new brick two story home with four
bedrooms,three full baths, living room,den with
fireplace, dining room, kitchen, large utility
room, abundant closet space. Central vacuurn
and many other extras.
BUILDING LOTS
We have a variety of choice building sites, both
In Murray and on the lake. If you have been considering building a home,call us first and see ow
floe selection of offerings.

K PPER D
REALTY
orna MOWS

FOUR OR $D/ row Ford
Trailer type planter.
Like new. Call after 6,
753-3935.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9963.
mimin
•
- -14' ELDORRAFr Jon
Boat, 10 h.p. Evinrude
outboard motor and
trailer. Call 436-2243
after 5:30 p.m.
BOAT, MOTOR and
trailer. $475.00. Call 434
4276 after 5 p.m.

9:011-5410 Men. they M.
Seterdeys By aa?sfrateaset

White House Building 71 Main
753-1732 Business 753-3003 Residence

TAKE UP MONTHLY
payment on piano or
balance due. J & B
Music, call 753-7575,
Murray,Ky.

15/73 TB4C0 bfELANY,12
x 64, 2 bedroom furnished, central heat and
air. $800,00 and take
over payments. Located
at 175 Riviera Ct. Call
753-7204.
1975 VIKING, 12 x 70, 3
bedroom, bath and half,
$750.00 down, take over
payments under $90.00.
Call 753-0021 days.

24 ACRES OF bottom
land, Shiloh Area. Call
753-08727 p.m.-10 p.m.
COMMERCIAL SPACE
le block off square,after
March 1. Call 753-1569.

DOBERMAN PINSCHER
stud service. AKC
registered outstanding
size, conformation and
disposition. Call 436-2336
after 6 p.m.
ARC REGISTERED St.
Bernard
puppy.
Championship blood
lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.

FEATURE HOME this
week at Kopperud
Realty ie a 3 bedroom
11,42 bath brick ranch
home in the West End of
Murray. Home is in
exceptionally
nice
condition on beautifully
landscaped lot. Large
backyard has 22 x 14
concrete patio, gas grill,
and metal storage
building. Home is
vacant and ready for
Immediate occupancy.
Just listed so be the first
to see this quality home.
Phone Bill Kopperud
753-1 222 Kopperud
Realty for appointment,
LOVELY
FOUR
bedroom, 2 bath home
on beautifully shaded
lot. Offers privacy as
well as convenience to
schools and shopping
areas. Redwood siding
exterior, den with
fireplace, range, dish.waskr,
, disposal,
carpeting or other
quality features. Contact Boyd-Majors Real
Estate 105 N. 12th or call
753-8080.

OR RENT 12 x 80 all
electric mobile home.
For sale or rent on /
1
2 ARC REGISTERED
Samoyeds,3 months old.
acre lot on South 16th.
Call 753-4534.
Two females show
quality. Permanent
shots and wormed.
Health
and
hips
guaranteed in writing.
MOBILE HOMES and
$200.00. Call 1415-296spaces. Fox Meadows
3494.
and Coach Estates.
Families only. South
16th Street. Call 753- ARC REGISTERED ST.
Bernard puppies, 8
3855.
weeks old. Have had
shots, good markings. ARE YOU
SMALL TWO bedroom,
in need of an
Call 1-345.2501.
all electric $55.00 month.
auto repair or clean up
Call 489-2595.
shop? Do you need a
ARC REGISTERED
house? Would you like a
TWO BEDROOM trailer female Samoyed, 2
10 acre farm? You can
central heat, very nice. years old, Champion
have all three with our
VA miles out South 121. blood
line,
good
property located only 6
Call 753-7948.
breeding stock. Call 753miles south of Murray
0837 ask for Randy,
on Ky. 121. John C.
5100.004irm.
TWO TRAILERS FOR
Neubauer Real Estate,
rent, 12 x 60 $70.00, 12 z
505 Math St., Murray
54, 765.00. Spotted filly, 2 IRISH SETTER puppies
753-0101-7531 or call Bob
years old. Call 753-44.18. , Wormed and had shots. Rodgers,753-7116.
Call 753-6153.
TWO BEDROOM all
electric mobile home, MALE ST. Bernard, 2 JUST LIKE NEW 3
bedroom trailer on 5
$50.00 deposit, $125.00
years old. Call 436-4467.
wooded lots at Cypress
per month. Water and
Springs Resort, has 2
garbage pickup fur- REGISTERED FEMALE
other good outbuildings,
nished. Call 753-2377.
American Eskimo
furniture in like new
all
436-=15.
puppy. Call
2 Aoattments For Fier •
condition. Central heat
and air, beautiful setARC REGISTERED
FURNISHED APARTting. Call to see this one
Dachshund puppy. 3/
1
2
at Moffitt Realty Co., 206
MENT near University
months old, must sell,
for 1, 2 or 4 persons.
South 12th, 753-3597.
moving. Call 753-8200.
$50.00 month. Call 7637575 or 753-0669.
Collie very playful, a.
Wink* UWE. B000fffsi
would make a nice pet,
4 Mt Would - plus skrey,
LARGE BASEMENT
has had all shots. Call
boas,lowly rem &IN
apartment, fireplace,
767-2144.
is... hoe firallimis •
close to campus. $120.00
WOW 40 at sere weeded
month. Utilities paid.
1st
Call 753-2562 after 7 p.m.
GARAGE- SALE Saturloot Wed I Amami .3
day 28th, 801 Sunny
OR brick - bobs • coorral
THREE ROOM apartMany
items.
Lane.
gos boat • swim stomp ment unfurnished,
From 8 a.m.4 p.m.
Imps carom lat.
lights, water
and
telephone furnished.
$17,0611
boy Ms III.
Elderly
people
VIA story bow located
GIGANTIC RUMMAGE
preferred. $55.00 month.
distoses of
sale Bargain Barn, 3rd
soofb obapplog costers.
Phone 753-6173, 202
and Main, Saturday 9-4.
Poplar.
Couches, rocking chair,
task obit USAIR oil kW
recliner, mattress,
Tine Imams brick - MiTWO BEDROOM duplex
das - dos Oa ballt-isa;
springs, miscellaneous.
apartment on Peggy
Row all rosahlor Rah
Baby, children's, adults
Ann Drive. Call 492-8225.
for Woo oifb or Mama
clothing,cheap.
asnoop.

FURNISHED AND unfurnished, apartments
available March 1. Call
753-4331.

ONE 4000 FORD tractor,
only 1300 hours, extra
nice. Also one John
Deere, five 16 in. plow.
Call 753-2347.
MASSEY FERGUSON
hay haler. Hay rake.
7 foot Allis Chalmer
mower, 3 point hookup.
John Deere hay crimper. New Holland hay
conditioner. 14' wagon
with lift. 12' wagon with
new grain bed. One row
New Idea corn picker.
Two wheel trailer with
tilt bed. Call 436-2149.

HOMETTE 1974 12 x 60, 2
bedroom, all electric,
central air, including
pole, underpinning, and
stew Excellent condition. Must sell. Call 1345.2541.

APARTFURNISHED
MENT. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street. 753-6809.

MEM

TWO BEDROOM carpeted, central air,
furnished
or
unfurnished. Call 753-0123
before 5, 753-0206 or 7537899 after 5.
12 x 70 Three bedroom, 2
bath
trailer. 1973
Shenandoah with new
central heat and air.
Call 753-1905 after 5:15.
071 KINGS'WOOD 12 x 65
central heat and air, 2
baths. All new drapes,
patio,•doors, sundeck,
perfect condition. Call
753-7136.

12 x 57 1971 Belmont, 3
bedroom, call 1415-232WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226
•

MURRAY
MANOR
apartments, one or two
bedroom, unfurnished,
except stove
and
refrigerator, water bill
paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call
753-8668.
• .•'• •
COUNTRY HOME for
rent. Four rooms and
bath, garden space.
Eight miles from
Murray. $100.00 month.
Call 753-0169.
BEDROOM
TWO
HOUSE, gas heat, with
bath. In Dexter. Call 7534861.
FOUR BEDROOM unfurnished house. $150.00
month. Days 753-0381,
nights 753-2738.
FOUR BEDROOM house
for lease, partially
and
furnished
redecorate& Call 7530669 or 753-X75.

FARM LAND FOR rent.
45 acres of beans or
corn. 930 lbs.
tobacco call 489-2549.

.13 Rr

E!

Illoaa's Ole Step Office
les..41sol Imo*S hoc*/
7334343 sarftbso

SPECIAL
Choice county location.
Three bedroom, bath,
full basement, living
room, large kitchen and
2 fireplaces on 10 acres,
many outbuildings. A
good buy at the newly
reduced price. Call 7537724 for details. Guy
Spann Realty."You Key
People in Real Estate."
901 Sycamore Street.

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE

cite/al
Estat
14 Realtor'Fred Barber

Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

Wrong Pricing Logic
you try to sell your home
yourself, how do you set a
ma* price. Most pee*
base their price tap on the
only facts known to them
original price, cost of Improvements, and hoped-for
prolit. Then they adlust to
being their lighwe in line with
what they think similar
bowies Pre bringing. Sounds
reasonable, but three of the
basic focts are ineVeient,
and the fourth is highly
&Aimee
The original price, km
provernents. and hoped-for
profit only determine
whether you gain or lose.
but tkey have nothing to do
with the Nip* price to
prod's.r a sale. Pekes of

offset homes may give you
some due to the market
but most of the time you
only hear of die asking price.
V Ws not a realistic price,J1
wont be the w
price.
Now the. do you set a
reels& price? Ily consulting
a local Realtor whose
business It is to know how
made property can bring
and
bring. His
will
knowledge of the market is
invaluable.
V there is anything we can
do to help you in the field of
real estate, phase phone or
drop in af PURDOM
THURMAN RfAl ESTATE.
417 Maple St., Morray.
Phone: 753-44si. We're here
to help(

QUICK POSSE:3810N on
the 2 story home, with
basement on 2 lots on
16th Street, across from
University. Excellent
for home and income.
Two apartments upstairs, complete with
furniture, and separate
apartment with garage.
Central gas and electric
heat. Central electric
air. Two fireplaces.
Contact
Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N. 12th,
753-0080.

POI MI
TO SIM
UTITI
1st Ns. I hi Camelot SO&ism.

I1mt • f
12 ACRES OF Good
cleared land. With new 3
bedroom brick, builtins, central heat and air.
Call 7534615.

MOVING
bedroom
corner
sunken
fireplace.
neighbor/
Call 753-6
3085
t
weekend.d..

FARM FOR SALE, approximately 70 acres.
Three bedroom brick
home, 4 years old.
Central heat and air.
New pole barn, 501 54,
Massey
135
1974
Ferguson tractor and
equipment. 20 head of
cattle. 10 are registered
polled herefored Nine
miles of Murray, 1102
mile off of 94 East. Will
sell house and 3 acres
separate. Call 436-5818.
4b Horto• I

BY 0
brick, b
lot, has
shop boil
town. Call
REDU
Owner
spacious
bath, $ I
many :1$ 1
Kirkwood

•.

Let Ns. 4 In Camelot Stole
Reit of them he. ere large
arum lots. Them lets hem
bees reeds/ fir quid We.
See or irk
MITS-MAARS
REIM - MAU

THREE BEDROOM
brick and cypress, full
bath, shag carpet,
carport. 100 x 215 foot
lot. Five miles on 94

-1,491003-440,%,,.

BELOW ARE A FEW OF THE
MANY GOOD BUYS YOU WILL
FIND AT ROBERTS REALTY

OR TR
a
Tri-ro
pplevel
on d
subdivisi
from cit
South.
bedroo
living-di
fireplace
in applia
V electric •
k
44 two air
car gara
concret
er,
d
woaotrs
753-1566.

A 4 bedroom brick located in Cirrairama Subdivision, this property has Just been listed and is
priced at only $37,500.
52 Acre farm located 4 miles N/W of Klrksey for
820,000.00.
5 Acre Mini Farm located on Route 4, has
modern 8 room house with good outbuildings
827,500.

f,

A Extra
Drive, h
and air e " e

on Keenland
heat
hail

Nice 2 bedroom brick located on 121 Highway
near Graves County Line, has den, large garage
30 x 30ft with heat and some appliances $23,000.
U Bought at once you can have possession this
crop year on this Hog farm. Has 2% acre tobacco
base, good 3 bedroom house, good tobacco barn
and other buildings price reduced to $29,500.
Just Listed this extra nice 3 bedroom brick
located on College Farm Rd. Has fireplace,
dining room,only one owner $30,000.
5
Univ
listed

9

t
ise
eryrled across from
condition and

3 Bedroom trick located on Ryan Avenue, has
1% baths, carpet and is priced at only $27,000.
Located on Vine Street near 12th is this very nice
6 room frame house with a 3 room apt. in
basement owner will consider any reasonable
bid.
Extra Nice 3 bedroom brick located on Corner
lot, central heat and air, carpet, garage,2 baths,
range, dishwasher, disposal, and much more for
only 829,900.
Located on Sycamore one of the very nicest 2
bedroom frame houses, both inside and out and
is priced at only 821,500.
We have several nice building lots located in
Broach Sub. Next to Murray High School
from
84250.00 to $5000.
4:
Just listed a lot on Vine Street 75 by 250ft for only
81750.
Located
3 I 11 $11
to a I 1'

$

••

Apa
Sub. we have a
of
. Must be seen

100 acres of land with app. 65 acres crop land
$54,000.

WE ARE SELLING PROPERTY, WE NEED
YOUR LISTINGS, WE NOW HAVE 6
FULL TIME SALES PERSONS TO SERVE
YOU, THEY ARE AU LICENSED AND
BONDED FOR YOUR PROTECTION, WE
CAN HELP YOU WITH YOUR FINANCING, SEE US AT ROBERTS REALTY
YOU WILL BE GLAD YOU DID.
CALL US AT 733-1651 OR COME BY
AND SEE US AT SOUTH 12th AT
SYCAMORE, WE LIKE TO TALK REAL
ESTATE.

sou eosins 731•7024
RAYNOR/NTS 414-5(00
T. C. COUR roon
411 %Oh II% Street

4044A 04100 7,11-400
18,A PARKER 7S14404.
ANNA'Klemm 7t34477
PAT ARMSTRONG 416 2174
•
Phase /13-1411

No
sto
are:
4.
bull
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CS OF Good
and. With new 3
brick, builtlit heat and air.
1515.

oR

SALE, apely 70 acres.
edroom brick
I years old.
heat and air.
r barn, 50 x 54,
Massey
135
tractor and
at. 20 head of
are registered
erefored. Nine
2
/
f Murray, 11
of 94 East. Will
roe and 3 acres
. Call 436-5818.

BEDROOM
Id cypress, full
shag carpet,
100 x 215 foot
e miles on 94
053-3938.
ioatilk.„).

OF THE
OU WILL
kLTY

ircarama Suben listed and is

'of Kirksey for

Route 4, has
d outbuildings

. on Keenland
ill central heat

121 Highway
a, large garage
knees $Z1,000.

possession this
'p's acre tobacco
d tobacco barn
toPOWaedroom brick
Has fireplace,

d across from
I condition and

MOVING sum sell 3
bedroom brick, 200x 105
corner lot. Unglue
sunken den and rock
fireplace. Excellent
neighborhood. $31,800.
Call 753-8850 days, 7533085
or
evenings
weekends.

SPECIALS
BEDROOM
2
FRAME on Hamilton
Avenue across from
University parking.
1538 W. OLIVE - nice
3 bedroom brick master
huge
bedroom with sitting
2 baths,
/
area - 21
large den; functional
for efficiency apartI ment if desired. Must
see to appreciate.

BY OWNER 3 bedroom
brick, built-ins, large
lot, has large stran-steel
shop building, close to
town. Call 753-8615.
REDUCED TO $31,700.
Owner transferred,
spacious 3 bedroom, 2
bath, brick home with
many extras at 1302
Kirkwood. Call 753-0846.

By Ovntor

five bedroom
1 Large two
baths,two

house,
car garage. Air concentral
ditioned,
heat.
Call 753-9465

BY OWNER in Centeridge subdivision near
Ky. Lake and Blood
River, approximately
2 acres with very nice
/
11
home and unfinished
storage cabin with
basement, about 250 feet
blacktop frontage on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-2415.

300 ACRE FARM on
Poplar Springs Road
2 mile from lake 1
-/
well water District
No. 1 - joins subdivision on NE

OR TRADE by owner.
'Fri-level house with
approximately 2000 sq
on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121
South. Three or four
bedrooms, two baths,
living-dining L with
fireplace, carpet, builtin appliances, intercom,
$' electric baseboard heat,
.7, two air conditioners, one
ik car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
water, TV tower, storm
7:- doors and windows. Call
753-1566.

Need farm listings.

Call
Waldrop
Reiff
Murray, Ky.
153-5646

BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, garage, apple
trees, outbuildings, on
over one acre of land.
State route 641, 2 miles
South of Bel Air Shopping Center. Call 7530154.

1

NICE THREE bedroom
brick, spacious utility
room, large closets,
central heat and air,
2
/
double carport. 11
baths. Fenced yard,
near high school. Call
436-2399.

BUILT UP ROOFING
Repair Work, New Construction and Reroofing,
Johns-Manville approved contractor.
Contact us soon for economical prices and
quality work.

KLAff gooFitio co.
Call Collodi 502-247-3816

ANTIQUE AUCTION
Saturday,February 28,10 a.m.
at 405 Jackson Street, Paris, Tn.
Glass,china and furniture.

in Avenue, has
alY $27,000.
this very nice
room apt. in
my reasonable

Shorty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer

r very nicest 2
de and out and

lots located in
School from
ry 250ft for only

Sub. we have a
s. Must be seen

Today's Specials

Demonstrations and ledures
DALT: February 28, 1976
TIME: 8:00 a.m.
PLACE: Murray State University - A. Carman
Pavilion
at the University Farm)
(Located
COST: $5.00 per person - under 12- FREE!
Group Rates Available:
Contact: Jim Rudolph
Agriculture Department
Murray State University
Murray,Kentucky
(502)753-3327

Lots of room at a
budget price. 3 br.
brick, el. heat, carpets, fenced back
yard with shade.
Priced well under
$25,000 and well
located.
property
Lake
anyone? 3 BR.
frame with 2 BR.apt.
in basement. On
large lot, ample outside storage. Must
see to appreciate.
Warm weather is
so
coming
be
Prepared.
for
Looking
duplexes? Two fine
duplexes each with
two 2 BR. apts. All
the modern comforts
and conveniences.
May be bought
or
separately
Always
together.
rented. A sound investment.

R COME BY
I 12th AT
TALK REAL

1075 HONDA CR 125
Elsinore, compression
release, reed valves,
and
ported
head
polished. Excellent
running bike. In good
condition. $850. Call 4928586.

FOR SALE or take over
payments. 1972 500
Kawasaki. Call 753-9629.
1975 ELSINORE CR250M
Rode very little, also
two 8" uni-lug Grapy
mags with new L-60
tires. Call 753-8721 after
5p.m.
4

E-T MAGI& slotted, 14"
with two Gillette sprint
GT 70 tires. Take best
reasonable offer. Call
75341361.

FOR SALE
OR LEASE
Northwest corner East Poplar and S. 2nd St., Murray, Ky. 34
story brick building containing approx. 60,000 sq. ft., Elevator
Sprinkler System, ample Electric Service, Restrooms, Offi
area. Lot 200 x 300. Asphalt parking lot 69 x 156.
Adjoining lot wtth 17,500 sq. ft. containing corregated metal
building, 8,750 sq. ft. For further information, call Ernest Prit
chett

(502)581-2324

IONA MOO "1-4,010
IRA PAM'731-411101
WA'MOWN 7,114/17,

Plows 7$34441

Citizens Fidelity
Bank and Trust Co.
Louisyille, Ky. 40201

2-26

,Nct) WANK4

KNOW SOkArtHING,
11-1e( CAW!' COOt.n.ErTHER.

49 ti,,,(4 L,,

7

,

1970 GTO, automatic, air.
Call 753-5686.

1974 ?ELT FORD pickup,
air condition. 3,000
miles. Mint condition.
Call 753-4503.
1953 CHEVROLET truck,
needs battery. $75.00.
1965 Dodge, starts and
runs, $50.00. Call 7536276 after 3 p.m.

1910 ROAD RUNNER, 4
speed, mag wheels,
1475.00. 1968 Oldsmobile,
good condition $600.00.
Call 753-0619.
a
FOR
LOOKING
bargain? 1968 Dodge
Dart, $500 00. 1967
Montego,
Mercury
$500.00. Excellent
condition, both body and
motor. Call 753-0605.

1969 CUTLASS, power
steering and brakes and GREATER ROCKFORD
air, 10 x 11 cabin type
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
tent, Hotpoint stove.
Cars every month for
Call 489-2748.
auction. New modern
Every
facilities.
EXTRA SHARP 1973
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
Pinto Runabout. Air,
sharp. Easy to get to.
automatic, • and shag
One hour from Chicago
carpet. 20 miles per
6vy Spann Realty
and next to expressway
gallon. Price reduced.
and Rockford Airport.
"Your Key People
Must sell soon Call 753Fly in or drive in. Come
In Real Estate"
9523.
to Greater Rockford for
ns
alas vs strive Is wve
friendly treatment and
beta
fair honest dealing
753-7724
AD1972
DODGE
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
901 Sycamore Mangy, Kyis
VENTURER sport
or Sherry Rayn 815-968pickup, full power and
6262. This is a dealers
air.
See at Jim Fain
in
HOUSE
LAKEVIEW
auction.
Lakeway Shores. Priced , Motors.
079 vw VAN, 59,000
in mid 20's. Two
2bath, new 1972 FORD PICKUP,
/
bedrooms, 11
miles, 81.495. Call 753F100. Good condition.
9710.
carpet, 1,600 square feet
Call 753-0946.
of living space, 16 x 24
WO JEEP COMANDO
garage. Call 436-2107
red with two tops. New
after 6.
1971 CHEVROLET, good
engine. $1,600. Call 753condition. Call 753-8259
'
=11.
after 5 p.m.

eras crop land

7, WE NEED
W HAVE 6
S TO SERVE
ENSED AND
ECT1ON, WE
/UR FINANCTS REALTY
ID.

ii

,
r4
1141Ahopill-mg===

1973 DA:RUN 510, 2 door,
air conditioned, low
mileage. Call 753-2411
ask for Tommy.
1972 VOLKSWAGON
Super Beetle with radial
tires. Two bedroom
mobile home. Call 1-5277920, after 5 p.m.
NEW 1975 CHEVROLET
2 ton truck, by owner,
never licensed. Can 7534852 before 5 p.m., 753/1295 after 5 p.m.
1971 LINCOLN Continental, all options.
Good condition. Must
sell, Call 753-9484.
1172 AUDIE SUPER 90,
good condition. $1,650.
Call 753-7644 or 7534282.
1974 VW. Call after 5, 7538360.
1958
GOOD
VOLKSWAGON, low
mileage, $675.00. 1967
Data= pickup, $450.00.
Call 409-2505.

1968 ½ TON Chevrolet
truck, automatic, power
steering. 1971 ½ ton
Chevrolet
automatic,
power steering, and air.
1972 /
2 ton Chevrolet,
1
automatic, power
steering. 1971 % ton
Ford automatic. Call
474-2337.
191111 BUICK RIVIERA,
all adds. Inquire at
Hutson Texaco, 15th and
Main.
1974 IMPALA, good
condition. $2,560. Call
753-9799.
1972 MUSTANG MACH 1,
power brakes, air, good
condition. Call 753-4548
after 4:30.
1965 OLDSMOBILE,
round bales of hay. Call
753-8555.

DRIVEWAYS AND
parking areas, white
rocked and grated. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429, after
4 p.m.

FOUR MONTH old Part
Collie puppy. Has had
distemper vaccination,
healthy and gentle. Will
make any child a lovely
pet. Call 753-8399.

CHAIN LINK FENCING
for business, industry or
your home. Over 25
years experience. All
after 5 p. m. for free
estimates. All Star
Fence Co., 901-642-6492
or 901-6424947.

INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Larry Lyles at
free
for
753-2310
estimates.

FREE FULL GROWN
male cat. Tiger striped
white
with
grey
markings, will make an
ideal farm cat. Loves to
be held and petted. Call
753-3535 after 6.

MOBILE HOMES underpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.m.
or weekends.

WE'LL DONATE $2.61 to
save your carpet. Take
this ad to °taw°. Bel Air
Shopping Center. Rent
the Steamex Carpet
Cleaner. Call 753-8291.

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7203.

MINOR REPAIRS and
alterations, furniture
repair. Call after 54312476.

VINYL, REPAIRED ana
or recolored. Free
estimate. Call now
Tom's Vinyl Repair,489=2.

PLEASING, OLDER and
convenient, great for big
family or renters help
pay. Owner,753-2562.

1972 HONDA, 350 with
helmet 5,000 miles, very
nice. Call 489-2486.

Horse Clinic
ated on Corner
:arage,2 baths,
much more for

vry,
0

Another View

1972 FORD STATION
wagon, extra clean, air
condition, new tires, a
Kentucky car. $1,075.
Cali 436-2427.
1970 GREMLIN - 5 cyc.
straight shift, 41,000
actual miles. Good
condition $800.00. 1-3546691.
O Camps,s
CAB OVER TOPPER for
Luv, Datsun, or Toyota,
pickup. Extra nice. Call
435-4433.
pop-uP camper. Like
new, sleeps five. Stove
and sink with water and
electrical hook-ups. Call
753-4187.

1URBY CARPET CAREclean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes, and
institution, rugs come
steam
by
clean
Free
cleaning.
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.

SPECIAL

Pao V, for lastallatioa pies
$11.9S for lb. 1 war* ond
maw bed sioatit sorra*
RM. Saw op to 815.%. ler
residential asaliobserbors
oak No mime.

INCOME TAX SERVICE,
will prepare your income tax forms for you.
T. W. Crawford, 1107
Olive.

TIMOTHY HAY or
Lespedeza. Call 4354292
after 6 p.m.
JAP HAY and ears at
corn. Call 436-581&
GOOD RED clover aid
Timothy hay. Call after
5,753-3072.
TDAOINY HAY for sale.
Call 435-4132.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN - Prompt
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White,753-0005.

JAP HAY,85 cents a bale.
$15.00 for round bale.
Call 435-4429 after 5:30.

CARPET CLEANING,
expereinced, very
reasonable rates,
free
references,
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.

WHITE CAT wants a
good home. Nice pet.
Call 753-0555.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning
or late afternoon.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

LAKELAND
Construction. Backhoe work
In vicinity of 121 South
and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
SI SerwcP,
rock, and top soil
GENERAL BACKBOE delivered anywhere.
work. Gravel and top Call Ross, 436-2505, open
7days a week.
soil. Call 4311-2306.

QUALITY USED campers for sale. Call 7530605

AUCTION SALE
Sew*,Foiniory 2S,10 A.M.
Corner of South 6th and Vine, Murray,
Ky.
salas to ..ron no mast* of oho lee IMO -Dolopoir Andrus
Imp lot of tiondloro, apalimicas, eltsios siotirai is,gins
sal dam
ishis table owl
f- rafttpretor, maIal sabhatt,
Mito
&ire comb mad IAA obis, Illido-wbol, dressers, *sot of
TV, Was, picture fromos, aft
dnirrott. tufat **A
madras, also
MI tables, so wily, ask anger lolly, ask
elm door mid * door pis idea, old mhos, algid Am& at
*pi ebony diesoar, taw ArtrologIS krarg lid owl
piorm if ohm
Po"'bids,'bar km*,drop int alio, mac.
WI aim antis wor.Mao Or,prim owls, odds owl sods.

P. hrformotioa Cal

Chester and Miller
Auction Service
435-4121 w4354144, Lyon Greve or %el I. Stalls,
sxmotor of fatal* C.a. 753-3471 days, 753-3319
Idgitts•

AUCTION SALE
Every Friday Night
641 Auction House,
Paris, Tenn.
This week maple chest, maple beds, maple
tables, bedroom suite, odd chairs, dinette ast,
moan oak table and 4 chairs, juke box, ease,
dishes and glass showcase. Lots more.

Shorty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer

753-5005
HARMON'S
ROY
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing,
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HihBurger.

SIDING,
ALCOA
awnings, carports,
magestic fireplaces.
Aluminum Service Co.,
call 492-8547.

FREE 5 MIXED breed
puppies. Three males, 2
females, some will haavii
long curly hair. All
shades of brown wl
black markings. These/
furry babies are sweet
and cuddly. Call 7537889'r

MurrayCablen

MOBILE HOMES
derpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
ml or weekends.

CARPENTER, minor
repairs. Call 753-4470
before 8or after 5.

FREE FULL GROWN
setter type dog. Male,
black
with
white
markings. Call 7534018
after 5 p.m.

For Sale!
Murray Moose
Lodge Building
521 North 181h Street
This building contains the following:

hest•

01014 1 sir coadithaing• A
Control gas
2110 map sorties•Nod-walk • Wood Bean•$
rooms (3 of which ars axceptiorally largo)• 2
bathrooms• Tbs size of the Whig is 4$s 118
(5644 send feet)• The lot the is 90 x 190•
lasad 114 •(There is cm extra lot bedded he
this ads (30 x 190) 'This property is primal at
$40,500 (which is coasidarahty loss Am the
roplacomont cost mod the moat appraised
raise)

Contact

Hugh Wilson
Don Tucker

753-7193
753-4342

Now Is The Time To Sell..
Call Moffitt Realty..
New listing in Westwood, very attractive 2dory home that offer* the design of a
single family residence yet has an apartment that rents for $140.00 per month.
Has large shade trees, 2 car garage, carpet, drapes, built-in appliance',entire
home is just like new,and priced to sell at $39,000.00.
New home in Murray almost fiddled, has central heat and air, 2 full baths,
built-in stove and dishwasher,den; check this one out today and you dill would
have time to pick out your carpet.
Large beautiful brick home located approx.7 miles wed of Murray, must see
this home to appreciate, custom built with themopane windows, all built-ins including refrigerator, large entry foyer, sunken den with massive full wall
fireplace,3 baths, call today to see this home,has been reduced to $49,000.00.
3 Bedroom brick home with 1 car garage, kitchen-den combination, large bath,
beautiful carpet and drapes, range & dishwasher, all in excellent condition,
Only $28,750.00.
Very attractive trick home in Murray, has 3 bedrooms, den, formal dining,
built-in appliances,central gas heat and central air conditkeing.2full baths,in
excellent area,price is $34,900.00.
Very nice care free home, has new vinyl covered siding, completely
redecorated inside, carpet, some drapes, elec. wall heat, large bath, large
utility room,2 bedrooms,located close in to Murray on 1.2 acre lot.
Large brick home at Coldwater, only 10 yrs. old, in tip-top condition, has oversize 2 car garage, and on a 1 acre lot. Could be used as 4 bedrooms and den, or
would make a very nice 2 family home, with 2 full baths, all hardwood floors;
this home could not be replaced for the asking price of $31,900.00.
Just listed, close to Murray,2 bedroom trailer on 3 Acres, has central gas hest
and central air conditioning, 2 car garage and other storage, completely furnished, priced at only$16,000.
Large brick and stone bane in Murray,5 bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, large family
room,formal dining,central heat and air,could be excellent home and business
combination view this home today, priced at $45.500.00.
Older home in good condition at Kirkaey, large rooms,bath, well with new
lamp, upstairs could be finished, some appliances and furniture, price is only
0,300-00
Just like new 2 or 3 bedroom trailer on Slots at Cypress Springs Resort,has two
other storage building all furniture in like new condition, central heat mad air,
situated in a beautiful wooded area,check on this one at a price of $111.100.110.
55 acres If land located close in to Murray on Old 641 North,has nice pipe grows,
some cleared land, and timber. Would be a nice place to build or a prime itvestrnmit for the future,check this out,it may be just what you're looking far.

t Realty Co.
Moffit
753-3597
7S3-3S17
IN Sege 126IL
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Carroll Unveils New Economic
Development Package For State

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll has
unveiled an 985 million
economic
development
package for Kentucky, to be
funded largely with receipts
from the severance tax on
coal.
Carroll called a news
conference Wednesday to
outline the details of his plan,
saying he knew it has been
"the subject of much conjecture."
Most of the money in the
package will go back to the
coal counties, but Carroll
stressed that the proposed
Legislation has statewide
impact. It does seem to
contain
something
for
everyone.
Carroll recommended
Increasing the severance tax
by one-half per cent, to 441 per
cent per ton, and raising the
minimum tax per ton from 30
cents to 50 cents.
He said that should generate
$37 million a year over the
next two years, in addition to
the $24 million he has
allocated in his proposed
budget each year for
economic development.
A majority of the programs
outlined by the governor
involve roadbuilding.
He earmarked $25 million

over the next two fiscal years
for creation of a road
development fund in the state
Transportation Department
the
money
would
be
distributed to coalproducing
counties in a ratio of tons
mined in each county to the
total tonnage mined in the
state. Fiscal courts would
approve the projects in each
county.
Carroll also recommended a
$13 million allocation in the
second year of the budget for
construction of a new fourlane highway connecting the
Daniel Boone Parkway with
the Mountain Parkway.
A new debt agency, the
Resource Recovery Road
Authority, would be created to
issue bonds to build that and
other roads in the future.
Carroll called the 42-mile
highway, which will parallel
existing KY 80 "vital to the
health of Kentucky."
He also said he is trying to
arrange for federal funds
through the Appalachian
Regional Commission to help
build access roads to the new
parkway and give tourism in
eastern Kentucky a boost.
Completion of the 30-mile
beltway around Louisville is
another of the roadbuilding
projects recommended by the

Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Is Friday
For Mrs. White

Services Held For
Mrs. Janie Hale

The funeral services for Mrs.
Final rites for Mrs. Janie
James E. (Pauline Yar- Hale
of Benton are being held
brough) White will be held today
at one p. m. at the
Friday at two p. m. at the chape
l of the Collier Funeral
chapel of the Blalock-Colernan Home
,Benton, with Rev. Mike
Funeral Home with Rev. Geffe
n and Rev. Joe E.Piercy
Norman
Culpepper of- officiating.
Burial will be in
ficiating. Friends may call at the
Murray City Cemetery.
the funeral home.
Mrs. Hale, age 88, died
Mrs. White, age 84, died Tuesd
ay at 3:40 p. m. at the
Tuesday at her home at Bento
n Municipal HospitaL
Jackson,Tenn.
She was the wife of Artie Hale
Survivors include her
who died in 1960, a member of
husband; daughter, Mrs. Bob the
First Christian Church,
Graham, and granddaugher, Bento
n, and was born January
Cathey Graham, Dayton, 30,
1888, to the late Jasper and
Ohio; sister, Mrs. Lee Warren Cathe
rine Williams Maupin.
Fox, Murray; four brothers,
Survivors are one daughter,
Buford and Chester Yar- Mrs.
Pat Moore, one son
brough, Murray, John E. Artell
e Hale, one stepson,
Yarbrough, Ferndale, Md.,
James Hale, one brother,
and Catalan Yarbrough, El
Frank Maupin, five grandPaso,Texas.
children, and six great
grandchiktren.

Funeral Is Friday
At Local Chapel
For Dewey Todd

Kenneth Redden
Dies Today With
Funeral Saturday

Funeral services for Dewey
Todd of Murray Route Eight,
Kenneth Redden of Dexter
North Hills Subdivision, will
Route One died this morning
be held Friday at 10:30 a.m. at
at 10:30 at the Westview
the chapel of the BlalockNursing Home. He was 76
Coleman Funeral Home with
years of age and his death
Bro. Jerrell White and Bro.
followed an illness of four
John Dale officiating and
music by The Kings Sons years.
The deceased was a retired
Quartet.
employee of the Murray
Pallbearers will be Charles
Division of the Tappan
Thompson, David Thompson,
Company where he worked for
Floyd Edward Garland, Dale eighte
en years. He had just
Mason Garland, Carl Wayne
received his 25 year pin as a
Garland, and J. W. Nichols.
member of the HardinBurial will be In the
Berkley Masonic Lodge No.
McCuiston Cemetery.
567, and was a member of the
Friends may call at the
Brooks
Chapel
United
funeral home. The family
Methodist Church.
requests that expressions of
Mr. Redden was preceded in
sympathy take the form of
death by his wife, Mrs.Lorene
donations to the Calloway
Collins Redden, on August n,
County Rescue Squad.
1955. Born October 5, 1899, in
Mr. Todd drowned Tuesday
Calloway County, he was the
at about eight p.m. at Patson of the late Seaton Sledd
terson's Point on Kentucky
Redden and Molly B. Waltaon
Lake while fishing with his
Redden.
brother, Coy Marvin Todd.
Survivors are one son,
Officialis said the boat capDwain Redden, and one
sized and the brother was able
granddaughter, Amy Demme
to win to shore. The body was
Redden, Benton Route One,
recovered at 10:10 a.m.
and one brother, Saxton
Wednesday by the Calloway
Redden,Dexter Route One.
County Rescue Squad.
Funeral services will be
The deceased was a used
held Saturday at one p.m. at
car dealer and an Army
the chapel of the Max Churveteran of World War II. Born chill Funer
al Home with Rev.
September 23, 1926, in MUM Warre
n and Rev. John
Calloway County, he was the Bradley
officiating. Burial
son of the late William will be in the
Brooks Chapel
Edward Todd and Beulah Cemetery.
Clayton Todd. He and his wife,
Friends may call at the
the former Anna Louise(Tex) funeral borne
after ten a.m.
Moore,a nurse at the Murray- Friday.
Calloway County Hospital,
were married May 10, 1952.
Survivors are his wife,three
daughters, Misses Tina, Mira,
and Mimi Todd, and one son, Farm
Sanuny Todd, all of Murray Federal Nab
Mare( Nowa Unite,
Route Eight; five sisters, Mrs. February SI,MS
Korbedv— _ _Strabane Ares Na( Market
Gladys Sactler, Buchanan, Hoped Bede- dm0
Deviars
Tenn., Mts. Viola Little, Ificeigte: hid. SR NIL Mtn &
UM
/Ma
Son
w
Mindy AS*bet
Hamilton, Ohio, Mn. Carl US14
/171047.74
(Vocal.) Rayne and Mrs. US 14 Matt
047.11-47ill
IA1114*MIMIL
det1047AI
Matthew (Mae) Nichols, Ull164 014411111111.
141110411.10
Phu*, M., and Mrs. Floyd Sine
01111•4140
(Lavada) Garland, New US 14 MIN lbs
41011,1114I.J0
Concord; one brother, Coy US 14ISMSHe
$1.1041411
US14 NINOlbs.
P11•411•111
Marvin Todd, New Concord.
Boarsamass

Markets

Bill To Implement Amendment
Posted For Passage In Senate

governor. He said Wednesday
he expects his proposal to
reimburse investors in the
defunct Prudential Building
and Loan Association to be
defeated by the general
assembly, and said he hoped
the money would be shifted
over to pay for the Jefferson
Freeway.
Carroll recommended that
$7 million be spent to complete
the freeway each year,
beginning in 1977, and he said
he hopes federal funding will
come through to allow it to betollfree.
Other key areas of the
governor's
economic
development plan:
—Allotment of $9 million a
year to the "special fund"
from which workmen's
compensation benefits are
paid. Carroll said the money
will be ,used to reduce the
amount kid by coal operators
into the fund by 10 per cent,
and the amount paid by all
other industries by 30 per cent.
He predicted that industries
will have to contribute less
and less into the fund each
year, since it is now at a peak
level of pay-out. He said
eventually the $9 million
appropriation may be all that
is needed to operate thecompensation fund.
—Establishment of an
economic aid or "flow-through
fund" of $5 million a year for
public works projects other
than roads in coal producing
counties. The projects would
be approved by a local citizens
panel.

—Allocation of $6 million a
year to the state's 15 area
development districts for
development projects such as
convention centers, airports
and riverports

FRANKFORT, Ky.(A?) —
The bill would set forth Human Resources to institute
Another bill to implement the guidelines and
procedures for proceedings to terminate the
judicial amendment to the appeals to the
Court of parental rights of the parents
state's constitution was posted Appealsfrom any
decision of a of a neglected or abandoned
for passage today in the circuit court.
child.
Kentucky Senate, along with
The measure was sponsored
—A House bill to change the
more than two dozen other by Sen. William
Sullivan, D- filing deadline for petitions tc
measures.
Henderson, and Torn Garrett, enter presidential primaries
The Senate passed earlier D-Paducah, majority
leader from 45 days to 55 days before
this week a bill adopting the of the Senate.
the date of the primary.
existing court of appeals
Also on the orders of the day
—A resolution to create a
districts as state Supreme was a bill to create a
new code commission on the legal rights
Court districts.
of conduct for legislators, of the mentally retarded.
The Court of Appeals, which was passed over
—A bill to reduce the weight
on
formerly Kentucky's highest Wednesday after
several tax on trucks used to transport
court, became the state senators questioned
the need concrete blocks or read)
Supreme Court Jan. 1 under for the measure.
mixed concrete within I
provisions of the judicial
Sen. Kenneth Gibson, D.- radius of 30 air miles from tin
amendment, ratified by the Madisonville, expla
ined the point of production.
voters last November.
proposed code, which he said
No judges to the new Court would add to the curre
nt law
of Appeals — an intermediate on legislative ethics
.
court sfe have as yet been
Among other things, it
appointed.
would allow a member of the
The judicial bill posted legislature to be evicte
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
d for a
today would define the day and fined from
$100 to U.S. District Court was urged
composition, jurisdiction and $1000 for being intoxi
cated on by federal attorneys Wed.
procedure for the new Court of the floor of either chamb
nesday to dismiss a suit by
er.
Appeals. It would require two
The bill also would establish Gov. Julian Carroll which
judges from each of the seven procedures for
members to asks the federal government
Court of Appeals districts, abstain from
voting on to pay for Jefferson County's
corresponding to the Supreme legislation in which
they have desegregation busing.
Court districts.
a personal or private interest
The suit by Carroll asks that
and define what is constituted three federal laws that
OMNI
,.• a scialle Afen
by "personal or private in- prohibit use of federal funds to
ket
P.
OW40.1111111
terest."
transport students
for
Sen. Daisy Thaler, D- desegregation be declared
Prim el dodo et leoel Mere* at noon
Louisville, said she felt in- unconstitutional.
toner teroidiod to ao lioigor 6 Thum by
I. ILSim Ca are asidiom
sulted that such a bill had been
The defendants in the suit
Indelible! Avg.
proposed.
include F. David Mathews,
+11
"I can't visualize that we as secretary of health, education
Airco
254 -1.e
Amer.*Ica
7% mac senators will be voting on a and welfare, U.S. Education
Ashland Oil
35% -%
bill that presumes wrong Commissioner Terrell H. Bell,
"P‘ T.& T
57% mc
Ford
32/
1
4 +46 doing," she said. "We have and the Office of Education.
Gen. Motors.
OS% +% already sworn to
uphold the
Gen Tire
32% +%
Gcodrich
,.. 3374 +14 laws of the commonwealth."
Gulf Oil
13% mc
Sen. Danny Yocom, D.
Peonwak
37 -%
Quaker Oats
Louisville, agreed with that
75% Ail
Republic Steel
404 4/
1
4 argument.
Singer
II% ant
"I don't think we should give
TIPPon
10% +%
Waken Coke
111% 46
in to the pressures of the
Zenith
MU/ Of WU
37% AO
media," Yocom said. "I don't
Prim et deck 4 bieel Meet at ma
think it is necessary.. to prove
COT, today, hroebed to tbo Lodger &
Thor by Vint at Ilidesea, Core. et
that I'm an honest man."
term,aro mo nano:
Other measures passed by
U.S. Homes
7% Alt
Kaufman & Broad
Wet -44 the Senate included:
Ponderosa este=
Lbw
—A bill to require health
Kimberly Chet
0% -41
Union Carbide
70% +% insurance companies to cover
W.R Grace
11% -1% dental expenses
when the
Texaco
S% -%
Genera!Elec.
Id% :41 work performed by a dentist
GAF
CM eine also could be done
Ronnie Ross
Georgia
by a
C7sellk
el% +%
Mier
27% -4 physician.
210
hal Waken
E. Main
40% +%
—A House bill to authorize
Kira%
17 one
Phone 753-0489
placing agencies
CI% -% child
30% Al licensed by the depar
tment for

an
mai
mg'

Corn
last]

Court Urged To
Dismiss Lawsuit

Sarah Elizabeth Sams of Murra
y, a musk education
student at Murray State Univer
sity, will present her
senior flute recital on the campus on
Sunday,Feb. 29.
Her program to begin at 2 p.m. in
the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center will include
"Sonata in C Minor" by Bach,"Conc
erto in D Maine by
Mozart,"Variations on a Theme by
Rossini" by Chopin,
and "Fantaisie Pastorale Hongroise"
by Francoise Doppler.
She will be assisted by Heather McClu
re of Henderson
on the piano and the harpsichord.
Miss Sams, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William S.
Sams of 1702 Plainview, was recently
named as the
recipient of a Rotary Fellowship and will
study during
1976-77 at the Conservatorie de Musiq
ue in Lausanne,
Switzerland.
An honor student, she is a member
of Alpha Lambda
Delta honorary scholarship fraternity for
women. Miss
Sams is also a member of the Sigma Alpha
Iota women's
musk fraternity and the Baptist Stude
nt Union. She is
among 14 finalists who will be competing
next month
for the title of Miss Murray State Univer
sity.

District Agency Committee
Hears Conservation Methods

Members of the Pennyrile- he made were lower
ing water that with appropriate
inPurchaie District Agency heater temperatur
e, more sulation properly installed;
Committee convened at Ken efficient use of
dishwashers the right combination of
doors
Bar Inn this week for their and clothes dryers
and closing and windows; neces
sary
winter meeting to discuss fireplace dampe
rs when not in weather-strippin
g and
pertinent community and area use.
caulking; and with recomdevelopment issues. The
Next on the program was mended vapor
control and
spotlight, however, was Gilbert Sears
, Community ventilation, the heat
loss and
focused on "Conserving Development Specia
list with gain could be reduced
by
Energy in the Home" because the University
of Kentucky per cent, thus reducing 65
heat
every area family has Cooperative Extens
ion Ser- and cooling costs by the
same
recently received much larger vice who talked
about the amount.
home fuel and electric bills.
specifics of "Conserving
In this presentation, Sears
Appearing on the program Energy in the
Home.
to discuss the energy situation stated that increa " Sears referred to several sources of
sed home information which descr
was John Edd Walker, energy costs
ibe
affects every new •and proven buildi
manager of the West Ken- Kentucky family
ng
. This means methods, techniques
and
tucky
Rural
Electric that every family budge
Cooperative in Mayfield. been squeezed a little t has materials that have been
tighter developed specifical
ly to
Walker stated that electric to pay these higher costs.
Yet, reduce borne energy
use.
rates had gone up largely predictions are for
home
because coal prices had in- energy costs to go even higher Unfortunately, much of this
creased about three-fold in the in the foreseeable future information is in technical
, language and has not been
past five years.
placing further pressures on
widely distributed, he said.
He further stated that family budgets.
He stated that the
electric rates should begin to
Sears said that
level off and should not in- these high energ escape from University of Kentucky
y costs did not Cooperative Extension Sercrease much more in the appear possib
le. But, on the vice is presently putting some
coming months. But, overall, other hand, it
does seem very of this information in layma
n
he said, the future energy possible for
any family to language and will soon
picture is very serious reduce home
energy con- distribute it through all
because we have been sumption
by incorporating County Extension Office
s.
wasteful
with
energy, energy conservation
features
illustrated by the fact that in and adopting
energy saving
the past 25 years we used up practices
Marine Corps officer ranks
in the home. He
half of the world's oil and gas illustrated
are the same as in the Army
this point by saying and
Air Force.
reserves. So, alhtough, that as energ
y costs go up
electric rates may level off energy
Alaska's panhandle stretches
conservation
temporarily they will go measures pay
to the southeast.
higher in the future, as will all bigger divide proportionally
nds and saving
other forms of energy.
energy is saving family
Electric coop manager said dollars.
we can and must do a better
Sears then
job of conserving energy in the show a slide proceeded to
home and listed some displayed the series which
specifics such as adding more average size features of an
home. He pointed
insulation, turning ther- out how
the house lost heat in
mostats down in winter and up winter and
gained heat in
In summer. Other suggestions summer. He
then explained
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Here's What World Famous

Dale Carnegie Training Can
Do For You
•Increase Poise And Confidence
*Speak Effectively
*Sell Yourself and Your Ideas
•Be Yourself With Any Group
*Remember Homes
•Be A Better Conversationalist
*Develop Your Hidden Abilities
*Earn That Better Job, More Income
*Think And Speak On Your Feet
*Control Fear And Worry

DALE C.ARNEGIE
FOUNDER

Presented by Lockyear Forum

For

Information

ca": Charles Eubank: 753-0909
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FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN

Murray Branch
_7th and Main

1304 Main
Murray

718 Paris Rd.
Mayfield

There's more to like at BurgerChe
so don't settle for less.
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